
 

Chapter 1921 - Meet Gust again 

  

Lu Yang said, “You should familiarize yourself with Garadmund’s skills and how to use it. I will find 

someone. After two or three hours, be ready to be summoned by me.” 

 

“Yes.” Chen Qiang said. 

 

Lu Yang saw that Chen Qiang had been so restrained, patted him on the shoulder, took out the 

teleporting scroll and flew to the Necro Fortress, then summoned the flying dragon and flew toward the 

depths of the desert. 

 

The other side. 

 

A group of players holding the Heart of Death ran up to Chen Qiang, and someone put their arms around 

Chen Qiang’s shoulders and said, “Why are you so cautious in front of the boss.” 

 

Chen Qiang smiled helplessly, and said, “I am not familiar with the boss, I am afraid of doing something 

wrong.” 

 

Although he was promoted to the vice president, Chen Qiang was ranked behind all the main vice 

presidents, and only in front of the second-line vice presidents who followed the earliest, but even so, 

those second-line vice presidents were quite critical. 

 

“Don’t worry, the boss is the most affectionate person. Your position will be very stable. Besides, the 

boss gave you such important things. You know, this kind of thing used to be only for the dirty wine and 

the white lion. The main force, if you can get it, proves that you have really become the main force that 

the boss relies on.” 

 

Chen Qiang shrugged his shoulders and said, “Let’s work hard first. Brothers help me more. Let’s do this 

together well. I dare to relax a little bit with the boss.” 

 



Everyone laughed. They were the people who followed Lu Yang for the longest time, but they were too 

talented and they had no status. Now they have been activated by Chen Qiang in this way. They 

sincerely thank Chen Qiang for helping him with ideas. 

 

The other side. 

 

Lu Yang was still flying in the sky. Halfway through, he received a call from Yun Yu and asked, “Who are 

you going to hit this time?” 

 

Yun Yu said with a smile: “It’s still Sanyou Guardian, if I have a chance, I will fight Roland’s together, but 

there are not many people dispatched this time, only 200 Demon Dragon Legions.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You are brave enough.” 

 

Yun Yu said: “Most of the people are under the leadership of Zhou Yuntian and Shen Hao, confronting 

Sanyou Weimen and Roland’s air force in the border area. I am also in the queue for the confrontation 

these days, but I deliberately feed them. It has become a habit that the three of them take turns every 

day, and I rest today and tomorrow, so I will take someone there.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded in satisfaction, and said, “The strategy is good, let Tu Feng cooperate with you.” 

 

“Yes.” Yun Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone and continued to fly towards the depths of the desert. His destination this 

time was the center of the central desert area, where there was an Eye of Death. 

 

Gust, the only survivor of the Pure Spirit Race, has already possessed the power of the Lord God after 

being transformed by King Volvara. Now he is looking for the Death God coin to resurrect his wife. 

 

Lu Yang took him to play the dungeon for 6 days. On the seventh day, Lu Yang led the team to sneak 

attack on Sanyouweimen, and Goust followed Xiao Liang to continue to go to the dungeon. By the next 

morning, Goust watched In the seven days agreed with Lu Yang, Lu Yang left alone without helping him 

find the Death Gold Coin. 



 

He spanned a very long distance, almost spanning most of the map of the New World. If it weren’t for Lu 

Yang who knew the strategy of the previous life, he would need to do more than 100 follow-up tasks to 

find the location of Gust. 

 

It’s easy now. Lu Yang directly controlled the flying dragon and came to the Eye of Death. In the middle 

of a golden desert, there was a huge stone. He looked at the sky like an eye. 

 

Just standing next to this eye, Gust saw Lu Yang flying over from a distance. His face was angry. He 

turned his head and stared at Lu Yang and said, “You lied to me, you didn’t help me find the Death Gold 

coin.” 

 

Lu Yang took the Flying Dragon, jumped to his side, took out 100 Gold Death Coins from his backpack, 

and said, “Look at what this is?” 

 

“Reaper’s gold coin? You, where did you get it?” Goust looked excited. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Golden devil, I entered the underworld area, killed a bunch of golden devil, and burst out 

these gold coins.” 

 

“Golden Devil? How could you kill them?” Gust showed an incredible expression. 

 

Lu Yang showed a vicissitudes of life and said, “Man, you have to know how much I have paid to help 

you. I have gathered the power of my entire guild and spent two years storing the information here. It’s 

just to help you get these materials when you run out.” 

 

Goost showed gratitude and asked, “What should I do now, how can I use this gold coin.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The usage is very simple, but you need to follow my arrangements. All our actions into the 

Death God Realm must follow my command.” 

 

Gust showed a dazed expression and asked, “Why?” 



 

Lu Yang said, “I will accompany you into the Death God Realm. In the real Death God Realm, your main 

**** is a little stronger than the Ant. You have to know that the gods of the Golden Devil clan cannot 

beat the Death God. Galladmund, son of Ancestral Dragon, can’t beat him either. Your strength is not as 

good as them. If you provoke the **** of death, you and I have to explain it there.” 

 

Gust sighed and said, “Well, as long as you can help me find my wife, I am willing to obey your orders.” 

 

System reminder: Goust join your team! 

 

There was a smile on Lu Yang’s faceHe relied on Gosite to help him fight monsters and upgrades, and 

finally returned to the team, he can use Gosite to fight monsters in the Death Realm unbridled. . 

 

The monsters in the Death God Realm are indeed strong, but they are not so strong that Goust can’t 

beat them. Especially the outermost creatures in the Death God Realm are some garbage middle-level 

gods, and Goust can easily deal with them alone. Not only can he gain experience, but it can also help 

him fight another thing he needs most-the earth warrior. 

 

After the ancestor Tauren entered the lower **** realm, he could transform an important profession. 

After becoming a land warrior, the ancestor Tauren entered his most powerful state and the most 

unmatched state. 

 

Normally, if you want to explode the land warrior’s transfer certificate, you need to enter the western 

region of the New World and kill a large number of rock ancestors to have a chance to explode. Can’t 

fight, so entering the Death God Realm is where he is most likely to reveal his transfer certificate. 

 

Lu Yang believed that Chekova should already have an earth warrior in his hand, but this thing was not 

used as his secret weapon to play. Now Lu Yang is looking forward to the war after Christmas in 

December, when Chekova sees it What kind of expression did his secret troops appear in the team of 

the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

  

  

  



 

Chapter 1922 - Moshan Lux 

  

As for how to open the Eye of the Death God, it is to throw the Death God gold coins into the slightly 

opened eyes, and throw enough 100 coins. When the Eye of the Death God opens, the Death God Realm 

opens. 

 

He threw the death gold coins in his backpack one by one into the eyes of death, waiting for 100 coins. 

 

A black light flashed, the Eye of Death opened, and a black whirlpool of 20 meters high appeared in front 

of Lu Yang. 

 

He looked at the Gust beside him and said, “Follow me in.” 

 

The black vortex caused a great gust of wind, but the surrounding sand did not blow at all, only Lu Yang’s 

soul and Gust’s soul trembled crazily. 

 

Feeling the horror, Gust jumped into the black vortex with Lu Yang. After a period of darkness, the two 

regained their eyesight. 

 

System prompt: You have discovered the world of death! 

 

Lu Yang looked up and looked around. This was an area where the sky was black and the ground was 

black. The whole world was black everywhere, and the only other color was the pale white souls that 

kept walking past them. 

 

A large number of souls lined up in a line of 100 people, walking towards the front unconsciously. Every 

50 meters, a tauren with a black whip appeared. 

 

“My wife, isn’t this here?” Gust looked around excitedly. 

 



Lu Yang quickly held down Gust, and said, “Don’t be excited. See that the tauren is not there. The 

weapon they hold in their hands is an artifact of the higher gods, called the soul whip, which specializes 

in beating the souls of people. The power of the realm is multiplied by ten times. You think you can 

withstand several attacks from the upper **** weapons that attack ten times.” 

 

Just said excitedly: “But my wife.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Your wife is not here. This is one of the entrances to the Death God Realm. Your wife has 

already entered it.” 

 

“Take me quickly.” Gust couldn’t restrain his excitement. 

 

Lu Yang could feel Goust’s desire to meet his wife. In fact, it was easy for him to help Goust find his wife. 

His wife was not very far away. Although the Death God Realm needs creatures to redeem sins in order 

to be reincarnated, he can enter the Death God Realm. There are too many creatures. 

 

The **** of death was severely injured again, and he was in retreat, resulting in a backlog of many 

cases. Many of the main gods under the **** of death had established waiting areas for the undead in 

their respective areas. 

 

The undead were wandering in these waiting areas, and because of this, Lu Yang was able to find 

Gosite’s wife very easily. Therefore, he now needs to take Gosite to kill the Rock Ancestral Demon. 

 

Lu Yang will never forget how to get to the map of the Death God Realm, because it is so familiar here, 

just as familiar with his own backyard. 

 

In the Death God Realm, the rock ancestors were in the eastern part of this realm. Lu Yang used his 

wings to fly into the air, and a pair of wings appeared behind Goust, which was given to him by King 

Volvara. 

 

Lu Yang led Gust to fly east, and in a black space, he quickly saw a purple rock appearing on the flat 

ground. 

 



Lu Yang said to Gust, “Let’s go look around the rock first to see if there is your wife.” 

 

“Yeah.” Gust ran over quickly, but he just ran near the purple rock, and the rock came alive instantly. 

 

“Who dares to disturb the rest of our rock ancestor demon?” The rock ancestor demon stood up 

completely, more than 20 meters tall. 

 

“Give me all death.” In the midst of his rage, Goust attacked wildly with his skills, and a large number of 

rock ancestors fell to the ground. 

 

Lu Yang walked to the rock ancestor demons and looked at the things that exploded on them. They were 

all wastelanders. All the things that exploded were superb. Unfortunately, the equipment was only used 

by the middle gods, but the job change proved. It can be used now. 

 

Transfer Certificate: Earth Warrior 

 

Description: After being used, the ancestor Tauren will understand the true meaning of the earth and 

transform into an earth warrior to guard one side. 

 

Lu Yang received the backpack with a smile, followed behind Goust, and continued to pick up things. 

After a whole day of killing, more than 1,000 transfer certificates were revealed. 

 

While resting, Lu Yang led Gust back to the ground and said, “I didn’t find it today. We will continue to 

look for it tomorrow.” 

 

Gou Si characteristic head. 

 

Lu Yang led him to fly back to the nearby fortress. After Gust took a rest, Lu Yang found Liu Yunpeng. In 

the Ten Thousand Tree Forest, the Spider Sisters were replaced by the Lovely Queen, and Lu Yang gave 

the Lovely Queen the first one. The order is to let the ancestor Tauren Legion quickly restore to the 

lower **** level. 

 



“Boss, I have completed your mission. They are all at level 182, and they can hold on at least one big 

battle.” The lovely queen said to Lu Yang proudly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Good job, change Starbreaker Archer, and transfer them to the next one.” 

 

“Are there any good things about changing jobs?” the lovely queen asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang watched Liu Yunpeng run over, took out the land warrior transfer certificate from his backpack, 

and said, “It’s yours. I have typed out 1,000 copies today.” 

 

“Certificate of transfer.” Liu Yunpeng’s eyes were bright, and he said excitedly: “Thank you boss, thank 

you boss.” 

 

“Go ahead,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Liu Yunpeng immediately recruited 1,000 people and used the transfer certificate together. After a burst 

of light, all the tauren’s bodies suddenly grew to a height of 10 meters. Lu Yang had to look up to see Liu 

Yunpeng. 

 

Not only did their bodies grow taller, but their tauren appearance disappeared, and they turned into a 

form of a beast or son of god. It was a strange shape with three horns on its head and its body as hard as 

a rock. biological. 

 

“Boss, I feel extremely powerful, as if I can move the hill in front of me.” Liu Yunpeng’s voice was 

extremely loud. 

 

The lovely queen looked at a rock as high as a hill next to them and said, “Illusion, you think too much.” 

 

“No, I have one more mountain-moving skill. I want to know if I can lift this mountain.” Liu Yunpeng 

stepped forward, walking forward with his 10-meter-high body, and came to the stone, grabbing it with 

both hands. The bottom of the stone. 

 



Some of this piece is more than 80 meters in length, has a height of more than 30 meters. It is not an 

exaggeration to call him a hill. However, such a behemoth swayed in the roar of Liu Yunpeng. 

 

“boom” 

 

The hill shook violently, and the bottom was actually lifted up by Liu Yunpeng. More than that, Liu 

Yunpeng continued to exert his strength, and he kept looking for places to exert force. 

 

In his continuous exertion, the hill kept rising, just like that, the rock on one side was lifted up by Liu 

Yunpeng, and the whole mountain was crooked. 

 

Taking advantage of this opportunity, Liu Yunpeng suddenly got under the hill, fought hard with his 

back, and carried the whole hill up. At the same time, he roared in his mouth and said: “Get me up~!” 

 

“Boom” 

 

The ground under Liu Yunpeng’s feet sank suddenly, but at the same time, Liu Yunpeng actually carried 

the whole mountain up, and Liu Yunpeng, who was kneeling on the ground, kept roaring and exerting 

force. As he gradually stood up, he actually did so. The mountain was lifted up. 

 

“My god, I can really move the mountain.” The lovely queen said in shock. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1923 - War preparation 

  

“Roar~!” Liu Yunpeng couldn’t help but roared. This is not to blame him, because the simulation of this 

game is too high. It is not the player who clicked the skill to move the mountain up, but Liu Yunpeng 

relied on his own The understanding of strength and the attempts to this mountain have constantly 

found that balance point before moving this mountain. 



 

The power he used during this period was as if he was using his full strength, so he roared out like this. 

 

“Boss, the system reminded me that the skills of this mountain can kill all the professions below the 

middle **** in a second.” Liu Yunpeng looked at Lu Yang excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and nodded, and said, “Yes, this is a special skill of the earth warrior. Under the current 

circumstances, the damage you use from the hill attack is for the lower gods to kill with one blow, 

including As long as I am hit by your hill, I will definitely die.” 

 

After entering the lower god, the mage has no ice protection skills, and the paladin has no invincible 

skills, only the rebirth skills of warlocks are left, but it is also very troublesome to use. You need to kill 

the lower gods of the same level to extract souls. Fragments. 

 

In a war, if you encounter a large number of ground fighters and the two sides are extremely crowded, 

this is a war without any suspense. 

 

Lu Yang said with satisfaction: “Yes, the lower **** inside will show me the effect.” 

 

“Okay.” Liu Yunpeng chuckled, aimed at a group of forest tree monsters in the distance, and roared: 

“Give me.” 

 

“Woo~!” 

 

A huge and dull sound of breaking through the air sounded, and the hill with a parabola instantly hit an 

area within 80 meters of the surrounding area, and all the tree monsters in this area were instantly 

crushed to death, with a lot of equipment. The tree fell outside the mountain, and the tree monsters 

outside the range of 80 meters were affected by the severe shock wave until the range of 200 meters. 

The blood volume of the tree fell by more than 500 points, and the total blood of the tree monster The 

amount was not enough, just like a small forbidden curse, killing a large number of enemies. 

 

“Such a lethal power.” The lovely queen’s eyes were wide. 

 



Lu Yang was also shocked. He was shocked by the strength of the Earth Warrior in the previous life, but 

he did not expect to encounter the Earth Warrior again in this life. 

 

It’s a pity that when this class is in the lower gods, at most 10,000 can be exploded. Otherwise, he can 

crush the three families of Chekova and Sanyouemon just with the class of Earth Warrior. 

 

“Practice this skill for a while, and I will come to you tomorrow,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The ability to kill the lower gods in seconds includes not only ordinary lower gods, but also elites and 

bosses in the lower gods. Of course, except for the lord, the strength of each lord has reached the 

middle god. 

 

When the lovely queen saw Lu Yang about to leave, she wrapped Lu Yang’s arm and said cutely, 

“Brother-in-law, when will my Ice Master change his job?” 

 

Lu Yang looked at her with a smile and said, “You also know that I am your brother-in-law, and all of my 

relatives are behind. You wait for everyone else to change jobs, and then think about it.” 

 

The lovely queen suddenly showed an unhappy expression. Lu Yang smiled and rubbed her head, and 

said, “Silly girl, hurry up and lead the team. You will be busy in the next battle.” 

 

“Oh.” The lovely queen turned her head and went to work. 

 

Liu Yunpeng chuckled and said: “It’s not easy, the queen boss is finally deflated.” 

 

The lovely queen couldn’t help rolling her eyes when she heard this, and ran to Liu Yunpeng angrily, 

kicked him, raised her head in her waist and said, “Humph.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, turned his head and returned to the Tianyu God City. He took a rest that night. After 

the next morning, Lu Yang found Liu Yunpeng. Now Liu Yunpeng and the others do not need to go to 

work hard for equipment. Spirit suits, they only need to wait for the Spider Sisters group to equip them, 

but now the Spider Sisters group is too slow to fight equipment, so Lu Yang asked Liu Yunpeng and the 

others to come over to support them and increase the monsters’ speed. 



 

One more thing, although Liu Yunpeng doesn’t need damage, he needs strength. The higher the 

strength, the faster they can lift the hill. It just so happens that the Earth Spirit God has hills everywhere. 

 

Girls like Li Mao and Tao Fei are doing their best to fight monsters. As the first players to return to the 

profession of the next god, tens of millions of people in the entire Jagged Brotherhood are watching 

them. Everyone understands that the Spider Sisters are paying for dignity. What a price, but some 

people still hold prejudice against them. 

 

In order for everyone to shut up, every sister was doing their best. When Liu Yunpeng led the 1,000 

earth warriors running towards this side, the sister group in the distance was still fighting monsters. 

 

“Sister, look over there, why are there a pile of 10-meter-high stone men running over.” Tao Fei asked Li 

Mao. 

 

Li Mao just killed a monster, looked to the side and was startled, and said, “Sisters, be careful, an enemy 

is coming.” 

 

More than 10,000 girls hurriedly killed the monsters around them, and each cast their nets to prepare to 

escape, but when they saw the group of stone men approaching, Li Mao emerged from the spider web, 

restored to human form, and smirked at it. Liu Yunpeng rolled his eyes and said, “Are you stupid? You 

won’t send me a message in advance.” 

 

Liu Yunpeng smiled and said, “I want to give you a surprise.” 

 

“I was surprised.” Li Mao also kicked Liu Yunpeng, and said with a smile: “Why are you so tall?” 

 

Liu Yunpeng smiled triumphantly and said, “We have changed our job. Our ancestor Tauren has officially 

been transferred to a lower god-level earth warrior. Let your sisters come out and let you see how 

powerful our earth warriors are.” 

 

“How strong can it be,” Li Mao said in disbelief. 

 



“Look. Liu Yunpeng took a few brothers into the stone forest, and each found a big stone tens of meters 

high. He grabbed it hard with both hands and roared. Lifted it up. 

 

“Brothers, aim and smash, and let me go.” Liu Yunpeng roared and threw a stone on the spot. 

 

“Woo~!” 

 

Dozens of hill-like rocks flew past at the same time, and they all smashed on the bodies of nearly a 

hundred earth spirit gods. In a blink of an eye, these earth spirit gods all died. 

 

Li Mao, Tao Fei and other girls all looked dumbfounded, and then all showed unbelievable expressions. 

Li Mao asked, “Why are they so strong.” 

 

“This is power.” Liu Yunpeng smiled triumphantly and said: “The boss said, we will fight equipment 

together, and the end of the battle is not far away. In order for us to occupy the entire new continent, 

we need to fight more equipment.” 

 

Li Mao said: “Also, you are on the left and I am on the right. Let’s fight together. Be careful when you 

throw stones. Our sisters are used to stealth attacks. Don’t hit us.” 

 

“Yeah.” Liu Yunpeng said. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1924 - Garadmund upgrade 

  

While Liu Yunpeng brought the earth spirit **** to fight monsters, on the other side, Lu Yang had 

already returned to the underworld with Gust, and the two were still quickly killing the rock ancestor 

monster. 



 

It was only when killing monsters that Lu Yang sent a message to Chen Qiang, saying, “Quickly bring 

Garadmund to the Eye of Death.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Chen Qiang nodded immediately, turned to look at his brother, and said: “Everyone is ready, the boss 

has summoned us.” 

 

“Hey, I can’t wait a long time.” Everyone said with a smile. 

 

Chen Qiang looked at Garadmund in the distance and said, “Your Excellency, we should enter the 

battle.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

With his wings spread out, Garadmund, who was more than 200 meters in diameter, screamed fiercely 

up to the sky. The hideous skeletal dragon head looked particularly hideous and terrifying. On the ice, he 

jumped into the air fiercely, two hundred meters long. The bone wings shook hard. 

 

A purple light emerged from his bone wings, bringing Garadmund’s entire dragon body into the sky. The 

fierce Garadmund penetrated the clouds, and then returned to the ground, violently turning into 

invisible, entering In the nine-pointed star formation formed by more than 100 of them. 

 

“Teleport to the boss and go together.” Chen Qiang and his deputy Zhang Heng each took out the 

teleportation scepter and led the team to the position of the Eye of Death where Lu Yang was. 

 

When they entered the underworld, Lu Yang had controlled Gust to kill all the rock ancestor demons, 

and obtained more than 1,000 land warrior transfer certificates. At this time, there was only the last 

body left in front of him. An even bigger purple rock ancestor is now. 

 

Purple God of War Mumu 



 

Level: Lord God 

 

Qi and blood: 15000000/15000000 

 

Mumu’s strength is the same as Goust, but this is the underworld. Goust’s strength is a bit worse than 

Mu Mu who occupies the home court. The main reason is the recovery of vitality. Therefore, in order to 

kill Mu Mu , Lu Yang found Chen Qiang and the others. 

 

“Boss, you don’t want us to use Galladmon to kill the main god, right?” Chen Qiang didn’t know the 

strength of Gust, looking at the two people beside Lu Yang, and the opposite was a huge rock giant with 

a height of 100 meters. He was a little confused. 

 

Zhang Heng and the other 100 people were also confused. 

 

“Boss, restrain yourself, don’t be impulsive.” Zhang Heng said with a strange expression. 

 

Lu Yang kicked Zhang Heng’s **** and said, “Fuck off, when will I not restrain myself, boss?” 

 

“Hehe.” Not only was Zhang Heng not angry, he was also very sullen. They were the earliest 3,000 

people who started with Lu Yang. Every one of them has a very deep friendship with Lu Yang. This is not 

a sentence or two. Yes, but sincere help and support. 

 

If Lu Yang is dead now and can stay with Lu Yang, he can guarantee that none of the 3,000 people will 

leave, but he dare not say anything to others, especially those professional players who leave without 

paying. It couldn’t be more normal. 

 

Lu Yang pointed at the Goste beside him and said, “Obviously, this is the Lord God. I just need 

Galadmon’s help. Don’t be impulsive. Let Goste build up hatred first, and then let Galad Cast over.” 

 

“Halo.” Everyone was speechless. They thought it would be good if they could control the Supreme God, 

but they didn’t expect their boss to abduct a Lord God back. 



 

“Let’s go to the legislature now.” Chen Qiang said. 

 

Lu Yang looked around, pointed to a clearing not far away, and said, “Just here, I just cleaned the rock 

ancestors, and I won’t be able to brush them out in the short term, just call here.” 

 

“Yeah.” Chen Qiang, Zhang Heng and others led the players to establish a magic circle. 

 

After a few minutes. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

With a roar of dragons resounding through the underworld, Garadmund flew out of the purple magic 

circle and stood beside Lu Yang and Gust. 

 

The Zijin War God stared at Garadmund instantly, with a furious expression on his face, and shouted: 

“Damn betrayer, you dare to return to the underworld, I will tear you apart with my own hands.” 

 

Lu Yang: “…” 

 

Chen Qiang:”……” 

 

Zhang Heng: “…” 

 

Everyone was stunned, and Lu Yang said silently, “Why is there still a plot?” 

 

He immediately commanded Gossite to greet him. Fortunately, Gossite was the main god, and he firmly 

controlled the hatred on him, but it was obvious that Gossite was the main **** of the law system, and 

the Zijin War God was of the physics system. Lord God, in the case of a close attack, Gust was at a 

disadvantage. 

 



Lu Yang looked at Chen Qiang and said, “Order Garadmund to attack and kill him.” 

 

Chen Qiang issued an order, and Garadmund ran towards the Zijin War God in an instant. Two dragon 

claws struck the Zijin War God’s back, scratching the rocks on his body into ten deep gullies. At the same 

time, Garadmund spit a breath of dragon at the Purple Gold War God. The dragon breath mixed with ice 

and dark spells reduced the Purple Gold War God’s attack speed by 50%. At the same time, it caused 

10,000 dark spell damage per second, even if Zijin God of War has a resistant skin, but the dark spell has 

a strong corrosive ability, still causing 6000 damage per second. 

 

Lu Yang and Chen Qiang hid and watched. Lu Yang was a little relieved after realizing that they had the 

upper hand. Zhang Heng almost jumped out of his heart and said, “I was scared to death. I almost 

dropped the connection.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “This battle is really scary. We can’t participate in it yet. Once we participate, the Lord God 

will have any group skills. We all have to die, hide here, and wait for it to end.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

The reason why Lu Yang had to kill the main **** was that he needed to get a ticket to enter a special 

copy of the underworld from the main god. Only after entering this copy can the archer’s transfer 

certificate be issued. 

 

Starbreaker Sagittarius, after entering the lower **** status, Lu Yang has never given them a job 

change, because there are many different job directions for each profession. Among the job transfer 

jobs purely exported by uukanshu.com, the best job transfer certificate for Starbreaker Archer is in the 

underworld. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Mumu, the purple war god, gave a final roar, and was finally killed by Gust and Galladmund. 

 

He came to Mumu’s side and picked up a dark gem. As for the equipment exploded, they were all 200-

level main god-level equipment, and they were all put in his backpack. At the same time, there was one 

that had never appeared. Past things. 



 

Garadmund Soul Stone 

 

Description: Every piece of soul stone stores the soul of Garadmund. Every time I eat one of Garadmon, 

it can restore a certain strength to Garadmund. If Garadmund finds it back All souls, his strength will be 

promoted to the Lord God. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, and said with emotion: “It seems that we have been fighting in this area. It turns out 

that the way to make Garadmund the main **** is here.” 

 

In the last life, Garadmund existed in the form of the main **** for a while, but this method has never 

been exposed, and the official has not explained it. It turned out that it was in this place. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1925 - Sagittarius 

  

Lu Yang said, “Let’s go, let’s go to the next map.” 

 

Chen Qiang and the others nodded, put away Garadmund, and followed Lu Yang towards the distance. 

 

Walking back from the east of the underworld, Lu Yang relied on Gust to kill monsters all the way. 

Whenever a monster was killed, if it was a monster of flesh and blood, Chen Qiang would take out the 

corpses of the gods and put them in for preservation. 

 

If you want to summon a golden devil, not all corpses can be summoned, you must have a high-level 

corpse. 

 

“Dididi” 



 

Lu Yang’s phone rang. He picked it up and saw that it was from Yun Yu. He smiled and pressed the 

access button, and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Yun Yu said triumphantly: “Report to the boss, the mission was overfulfilled. We killed all of the Tuntian 

area of Sanyouweimen. We also killed one-third of Roland’s, and are now returning.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded in satisfaction, and said, “Good job.” 

 

Santoemon was knocked out of the Tuntian area again, which meant that his Santoemon had been killed 

in the Tuntian area for four consecutive weeks. In one month, he couldn’t pay his staff. 

 

When Lu Yang hung up the phone and continued to fight monsters, Tu Feng called and said, “According 

to reliable information, Sanyou Weimen decided to abolish the number of professional players from 6 

million to 1 million. people.” 

 

Lu Yang clenched his fist hard and said, “Well done, this time, in the Christmas war, we won another 

point.” 

 

Tu Feng said, “Are we going to bomb Sanyou Eemon in the next step?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I’m afraid that after 5 million people are missing, Sanyouweimen will not rely so much on 

Tuntian. He will still fool ordinary players to help him in the battle, but the combat effectiveness can be 

imagined. Let’s blow Roland first. , But I can’t let go of Mitoemon when I have a chance.” 

 

Tu Feng said, “Leave it to me.” 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone and continued to fight monsters with his subordinates. On the other side, 

after hearing the news of the dismissal of 5 million professional players by Sanyou Eemon, Chekova, 

Roland, Steiger and Liu Jie couldn’t sit still. , Come to the special space one after another. 

 

“You can’t disband like this. If you let them go, what would you do with Lu Yang on Christmas?” Liu Jie 

asked. 



 

Mitoemon showed a helpless expression, and said: “The facts are in front of me, I can’t control so many 

players, so I can only give up.” 

 

“Yes.” Chekova said excitedly: “Is there no other way for you? Can’t let the players insist on it?” 

 

Mitoemon sighed and said, “I can command players from my own country, but I can’t command players 

from the other two countries. If I don’t do this, the two of them are very likely to betray me. And join 

the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

Everyone was speechless. 

 

Roland said, “I’m afraid that I will be the next one. Can we start this war ahead of time? I’m afraid that 

we will be dragged down by Lu Yang if it continues.” 

 

Chekova stretched out her hands helplessly, and said, “As you know, you two beat me too hard before, 

and the strength of my men has not recovered.” 

 

Liu Jie and Steiger also sighed separately. They both fought more fiercely. They didn’t know the victory 

or defeat, and their strength was greatly compromised. If it weren’t for a group of them, if Lu Yang 

attacked alone, nothing None of them could stop Lu Yang’s attack time for a month. 

 

“Everyone hold on, and we must persist until around Christmas. At the very least, our strength can 

recover about 70%. If we gather the strengths of each family, we can attack once together, and it is still 

possible to defeat Lu Yang.” Liu Jie said. 

 

Everyone looked at each other, nodded each, and left the special space. 

 

Mitoemon returned to his body in a daze, sat on a chair, looking at the sky in the distance, very 

confused. 

 

Takeshi Furukawa walked up to Mitoemon, and asked sentimentally: “Your Excellency, the personnel 

have been disbanded, what shall we do? 



 

Mitoemon said: “Hide your power and bide your time, remember Daimyo Tokugawa? We have to learn 

from him. In front of the strong Jagged Brotherhood, we have no advantage and can only dormant.” 

 

This was the helpless action of Mitoemon. In the case of the Jagged Brotherhood bombing him wildly, he 

saw through the indifferent behavior of Chekova, Roland and others towards him. 

 

If they really wanted to help, they would send a large number of flying professionals over, but they were 

all worried that they would offend Lu Yang and cause Lu Yang to turn to attack them, so several 

companies have decided to sacrifice him and let him be Lu Yang’s target. While he was being consumed, 

several of them developed with all their strength. 

 

Faced with this situation, Sanyou Weimen had no solution, so he chose to take the initiative to show his 

favor to Lu Yang, disbanding 5 million players, leaving only the last 1 million resident players. This cost is 

all supported by his fortress. And his affiliated guilds, all the money they earn belong to them, relying on 

this to maintain a most basic balance. 

 

“After that, will we still participate in the attack on the Jagged Brotherhood?” Furukawa asked. 

 

Mitoemon didn’t speak, but turned and left, leaving only Takeshi Furukawa who looked confused. 

 

Underworld. 

 

Lu Yang took Goust, Chen Qiang and others to the northeast area of the map, where there were a group 

of strange flesh and blood creatures. 

 

Flesh puppet 

 

Level: Middle God 

 

Qi and blood: 80000/80000 

 



The strange thing about this group of flesh and blood puppets is that their bodies are not stitched, but 

they are naturally a piece of flesh that grows to a height of more than 10 meters. However, these flesh 

and blood have no face, no eyes, and no nose. The body is like an elephant, and he His face is just a 

mouth. 

 

This is a big round mouth with a blood bowl. The mouth is full of densely packed teeth. There are about 

a few thousand teeth. Inside the teeth, there is a strange gray tongue with mucus around the tongue. 

See how disgusting. 

 

“Your wife may be in their bodies. Lu Yang said to Gust. 

 

“My love, I’m going to kill you.” Gust fell into a rage instantly and rushed towards the group of middle 

gods. 

 

Although these flesh and blood puppets are only at the level of middle gods, they are not middle gods 

made because their strength is not as good as the upper gods, but their physical deformities, and they 

are not worthy of being ranked high, but their strengths are all at the upper **** level. . 

 

The battle between the two sides was on the verge. The flesh and blood puppets saw Gust, and dozens 

of flesh and blood puppets pointed their mouths at him at the same time. In their mouths, a sharp arrow 

suddenly appeared, and the mucus turned into bowstrings and teeth. Bow and pull with your tongue. 

 

“Swish” 

 

Dozens of 10 meters thick sharp arrows hit Goust, immediately knocking out Goust’s blood volume, and 

Goust also rushed in front of them, and after several attacks, they killed them all. . 

 

Lu Yang followed behind Gust, and picked up the items dropped from the flesh and blood puppet, the 

vouchers for the transfer of the Sagittarius. 

 

Lu Yang nodded in satisfaction, and said, “With this thing, our Sagittarius Group is strong enough.” 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 1926 - Xiao Liang\'s strength 

  

Sagittarius 

 

Description: One of the eight main forces of Pluto, responsible for hunting down all enemies for Pluto, 

Garadmund played an extremely important role in the battle between his second death and the death 

of the Golden Demon. 

 

A smile appeared on the corner of Lu Yang’s mouth, and he followed Gust all the way to kill monsters, 

while Chen Qiang and others used the god’s coffin to continuously collect corpses. 

 

After fighting for a whole day, in the evening, he killed a main god-level flesh and blood puppet king, and 

Lu Yang received another soul stone that improved Garadmund’s strength. 

 

Lu Yang sighed a little. In this map of the underworld, all the good things that could be hit were all 

defeated, and the others were beyond the reach. He led Gust to the bottom of the map, where a 

conscious undead gathered. area. 

 

Among the many undead, Gust saw his wife at a glance. At that time, he rushed over, took his wife in his 

arms, and cried and said: “I was wrong, don’t leave me again, I will never I’ll be separated from you 

again.” 

 

Just’s wife looked at each other blankly and asked, “You are also dead?” 

 

Goust was speechless with excitement. Lu Yang walked to the two of them and said, “Goust has 

collected 100 Gold Death Coins. As long as you agree to leave here, your soul will return to the human 

world, and, You will reshape your body under the action of the death gold coin. As for whether you still 

want the memory of this life, it’s up to you.” 

 



Gust’s wife quickly learned from Lu Yang the specific role of the death gold coin. Faced with her 

husband’s sincere apology, Gust’s wife quickly made a choice. She loved her husband very much and 

naturally chose to reshape her body. , Keep memory. 

 

A flash of light flashed, and Lu Yang, Chen Qiang and others, as well as Gust and his wife, were all 

teleported out of the Eye of Death. The Eye of Death, who had been braving the black light, returned to 

the original half-sleep state. . 

 

“Thank you for saving me.” Gust’s wife said to Lu Yang gratefully. 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “Let’s live a good life. If you want, come to any of my 

fortresses. I can provide shelter for you and stop participating in the war of the gods. You really can’t 

participate. “ 

 

Gust looked at his body, showed a bitter smile, and said, “I’m afraid, this is not something I can decide. I 

have dedicated my faith to King Volvara. If I don’t do what he says, he Will chase me at the ends of the 

world, I can’t escape.” 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes lit up and he said, “This is a good way. How about I will kill Volvara for you and raise you 

to the next **** king level?” 

 

“Can you kill Volvara?” Gust asked in disbelief. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s still a bit difficult, but Volvara gives you plenty of time. You can enjoy life with your 

wife in my fortress to your heart’s content. As for the fortress, you can choose.” 

 

He didn’t want to let Coste participate in the war anymore. After taking advantage of Coste’s so long, 

and his sympathy for Coste’s tragic life in the previous life, he didn’t want Coste’s end to be so tragic in 

this life. . 

 

Although this guy was given a very generous reward after being killed, although Gust was just a game 

character, Lu Yang’s feelings towards him were somewhat similar to the little goblin in the Old World. It 

was his dream to have a happy ending. . 

 



Gust thought for a while and said, “Then go to your Chiyang Fortress. There is your biggest fortress. We 

will do some management for you.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised, and said with a smile: “Don’t regret it, there may be a big battle there 

anytime.” 

 

Just shrugged and said, “I’ve been fighting you for so long. If someone attacks the Red Sun Fortress, I will 

help you defend.” 

 

System reminder: You have got the approval of Gust, become friends with him! 

 

Lu Yang showed a relieved smile, and said, “Let’s go. From now on, you will be the chief manager of the 

Chiyang Fortress.” 

 

He led the two of Gossite and flew to the Chiyang Fortress. Before leaving, he said to Chen Qiang: “Take 

the 10,000 Golden Demon Necromancer and continue to collect the corpses.” 

 

“Yes.” Chen Qiang took the people away, but first he led everyone back to the Heavenly God City, and 

gave the certificate of conversion to the Pluto Sagittarius to the Prison King. 

 

“Boss, this job transfer skill is so great, we are so tyrannical.” The joyous voice of the Prison Guard Pluto 

came from the phone. 

 

After changing their jobs to become Pluto shooters, their attack range has been increased from 200 

meters to 500 meters. If you use Pluto’s one-shot skill, the range can reach 2200 meters. Not only is the 

distance far, the damage is extremely high, and the rate of fire is extremely fast , It is not an ordinary 

difficulty to avoid. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Raise quickly, return to the next god, and immediately transfer all staff.” 

 

“Yes.” The Hell King cableway. 

 



Lu Yang hung up the phone, and after sending Gust to the place, he came to the Heavenly Sword 

Fortress and looked at the Chief Fortress not far away, with a sneer on his face. 

 

This fortress repeatedly changed hands between the Jagged Brothers League, Steiger and Liu Jie. It was 

not that Lu Yang couldn’t defeat it, nor was it that Lu Yang couldn’t defend it, but the meaning of this 

fortress was different. 

 

Occupying this fortress means that the Jagged Brotherhood has the idea of attacking Liu Jie and Steiger. 

Only if this fortress is abandoned will the two fight endlessly. 

 

Today, the significance of this fortress has been lost. Liu Jie and Steiger are united and are evaluating the 

defensive capabilities of the Heavenly Sword Fortress. 

 

Xiao Liang’s series of measures are not unclear. He just made a fine-tuning of the defense of the entire 

fortress, and the overall situation is exactly the same as that of the stale wine. It is only that this 

personnel appointment has been opposed by many people below. 

 

Among the players stationed in this fortress, a large number of army commanders and army 

commanders, and even Mao Qiu and others, are qualified to take over the dirty wine to defend the 

fortress, but Lu Yang chose Xiao Liang, who he trusted the most. 

 

And Xiao Liang’s military exploits for so many years have been mixed with Lu Yang, and none of them 

were led by him alone. Although his rumors are known as “little dirty wine”, it’s everyone’s compliment 

to Xiao Liang. What they gave for Lu Yang’s face was not their sincere approval. 

 

But they didn’t know that Xiao Liang fromreally had this ability. In the war studio, except for Lu Yang and 

Han Ying, Xiao Liang was the first to have a reaction speed within 0.1 second. People, and, last time Lu 

Yang sent Zhuojiu and Baishi to the military school to study. 

 

Because of the war, Zhuo Jiu and White Lion came back early. Xiao Liang did not come back early. He 

was a serious student in the military academy for three years. This is because Xiao Liang has not 

participated in the war in the last three years. the reason. 

 



Following Xiao Liang, there were many players who Lu Yang thought had potential, and they were not 

the only ones who came back, but there were also a group of instructors who had withdrawn from the 

military academy and students who had just graduated. 

 

Now, under Xiao Liang’s hands, he is considered a strong soldier in the true sense. The players are 

players who have been stationed here for a long time, and the team leaders are all real warriors. 

 

Lu Yang also learned from the experience that Yue Taishan didn’t know anything when he first entered 

the game. Starting from Xiao Liang choosing someone to follow him, he asked them to level up from 

level 0. 

 

In three years, these people have been familiar with the game and can no longer be familiar with them. 

After entering the post, they quickly managed with militarized behavior, but none of them reported 

themselves, saying what their occupation was and why they were so. Management methods. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1927 - Looting the world 

  

Above the city wall, Xiao Liang, who had just received the news, ran up quickly and saw Lu Yang smile 

and said, “Big Brother, what are you here.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “How’s your preparations? Are the people below listening?” 

 

Xiao Liang said: “It’s all okay, but after all, I didn’t pull it up with one hand, and there was still some 

resistance.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The enemy will definitely use this resistance to make a fuss and find a way to make up for 

this loophole. If you can’t make up for this loophole, the dirty wine will have to come back.” 

 



Xiao Guangming headed his head and said, “I must do this well.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the chief fortress in the distance and said, “If necessary, fight two battles and replace 

the people. If you need money and materials, tell me, I will give you all your support.” 

 

Xiao Liang’s eyes lit up and said, “Don’t worry, brother, if there is a war, this matter will not be a 

problem.” 

 

As long as they are able to fight, there will be new people who will emerge and replace the old people 

with these new people. This is no simpler, and the old people are not obedient because they deserve it. 

Shoujiu gave them orders and must obey Xiao Liang’s orders. As soon as the turbid wine left, there was a 

strange yin and yang atmosphere below, just not wanting to rectify the guild in a good direction. 

 

The Heavenly Sword Fortress is the waist of the Iron-Blood Brothers League. If the waist is interrupted, 

everything will be over. In any case, Lu Yang will not let the slightest problem here. Whoever is not 

obedient, immediately removes the position and complains. Get out of the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Go and prepare. I won’t take care of your affairs these days. If there are problems, you 

can come to me again. Whoever needs to help you, you can transfer which team, but there is a little 

special The legion cannot move, this is our secret weapon for the next war.” 

 

“Yes.” Xiao Guangliang said, he was confident that he would take down the Chiefs Fortress, and he 

didn’t even need to mobilize other major players, as long as the hundreds of thousands of players in his 

hand were enough. 

 

Because, up to the present position, the defenders of the Chiefs Fortress are still left by Liu Jie and 

Steiger. After several deadly battles, the two sides have forged a **** feud. 

 

They can’t be the same on both sides, and they want to defend a fortress together, just joking. The most 

likely thing is that after a few battles between the two sides, Liu Jie and Steiger will take the initiative to 

withdraw from the fortress and retreat to the vast prairie. Go there, find a way to lure the main force of 

the Iron-Blood Alliance into the grassland, and then gather and wipe it out. 

 



Lu Yang patted Xiao Liang on the shoulder. He returned to the Tianyu God City alone and came to the 

Japanese area. In this area, a large number of players were doing their final farewell. 

 

Mitoemon disbanded 5 million people. These 5 million people must return to reality to work. Therefore, 

these people basically bid farewell to the game. They can only go back to the game for leisure time on 

weekends or holidays. Under normal circumstances, they would not participate in any wars of 

Mitoemon. 

 

In a tavern, Mitoemon was drinking sullenly alone. Lu Yang stepped up to him, sat cross-legged on the 

floor, looking at Mitoemon, and said, “It’s boring to drink, how can I accompany you? kind?” 

 

Seeing Lu Yang, Mitoemon drank the sake in his cup, staring at Lu Yang’s eyes and said, “I believe you 

didn’t come to see me making a joke. Let’s talk, what can I do?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s end this battle. Now you have two choices. The first is to cooperate with me to kill 

the two guilds of Blood Stele and War Elephant, and the second is to ask them to cooperate and kill 

you.” 

 

Mitoemon was full of anger, staring at Lu Yang and said, “Don’t be too much.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, and said, “This is not a problem of excessive or not excessive, but 

the strength is in front of you. I have the ability to do this, you do not have the ability to resist, sign a 

contract with me, or perish!” 

 

Sanyou Weimen stared at Lu Yang, his arms trembling. He knew that Lu Yang was telling the truth, but 

he was very depressed in his heart. He couldn’t understand how Lu Yang pinched China together, let 

alone understand, Lu How could Yang let so many foreign guilds bow their heads to him. 

 

“Don’t forget, Chekova, Roland, Steiger, and Liu Jie will not allow you to do this,” said Santoemon. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Roland is about to follow in your footsteps, and his farming area can’t be kept. After you 

disbanded your men, Roland will be my key attack target. At the same time, you two will also be my next 

battle. One target of attack.” 

 



It will take a long time for Chekova to be ready, especially since he is fully developing the air force 

players, and the development of the ground is very slow. Now that there are enough air force players, 

he will turn to the ground. At least three or four are needed. Time of month. 

 

But Christmas is only less than half a month left, Lu Yang said: “I can tell you clearly that after the 

Christmas tournament, it is the final battle to determine the ownership of the New World. If you agree 

to return to me, I will not confiscate it. For any of your fortresses, you only need to give me 60% of your 

farm income and fortress income from now on, and everything else is yours.” 

 

Sanyou Eemon really didn’t want to be moved. After all, he was a hero who was fighting for the 

hegemony of the world. If he agreed to Lu Yang’s request, it would be equivalent to giving Lu Yang his 

entire life. 

 

“Let me think about it.” Mitoemon asked. 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “This tournament,is still held in the East China Sea. I look 

forward to meeting you in the East China Sea.” 

 

From now on, Lu Yang is about to prepare for the next global competition, and the first construction of 

the East China Sea Development Zone has been completed. 

 

High-speed rail, light rail, high-speed train, airport, and ferry are all opened. The entire development 

zone has become a new economic and cultural center. The main project of the development zone is the 

game city of the Jagged Brothers. In the future, the development zone will be one of the most famous in 

the world E-sports sports center. 

 

In the last global competition, the development zone has not yet been fully constructed. Now that the 

construction is complete, various tourism and entertainment projects have been completed. Therefore, 

if it is held again this time, the income it will bring to the development zone will be the last time. Dozens 

of times. 

 

More importantly, the stadium was previously completed, and the Jagged Brotherhood built it alone, 

which can accommodate hundreds of thousands of people. 

 



Lu Yang found a hotel and quit the game. He began to fully prepare for this incident. At the same time, 

Lu Yang was doing another thing secretly. This incident has a code name, called looting the world. . 

 

However, it is very troublesome to do this, and it requires a large number of loyal people to do it. Lu 

Yang is already choosing, but it will take some time. 

 

Chapter 1928 - Ten Thousand World Missiles 

  

The so-called looting of the world is because when the game is around level 190, there is a very serious 

bug called a dark explosion. 

 

This is the skill of a mob in the 190 level dungeon. He will put a buff on the player. After the player is hit, 

it will trigger a dark explosion every 10 seconds, inflicting 100 points of divine damage on the players 

within 10 meters around it. The time is 30 minutes. 

 

If the player has this skill, he must stay away from everyone, otherwise he will blow up other people to 

death. If you want to eliminate this skill, you only need to get a copy. But the problem lies here. There 

are ways to use this skill. Take it outside. 

 

The method is very simple. It is Hellfire, one of the summoned creatures of warlocks. This kind of 

monster that can be learned at level 30 when the game starts, plays a huge role at this time. 

 

The characteristic of Hellfire is that it will inevitably betray within 10 minutes after being summoned. If 

Hellfire is hit by this skill, then betrayed, then summoned back with a demon chain, and finally received 

Hellfire in the summoning space, then hellfire will be brought. Leaving the dungeon and putting it in the 

safe area of Tianyu God City is a massacre. 

 

Now in the Tianyu God City, merchants from various countries are selling various materials for 

promotion to the lower gods, as well as upgraded experience orbs, and various rare items. 

 

Lu Yang deliberately robbed him, but this cannot be tracked down by the authorities. If it is found, he 

will be unlucky. Therefore, he needs some time to prepare. For this, he has to pretend to be very busy. It 

looks like he flies to all parts of the world every day, and the specific operations can only be carried out 

by Shen Mengyao, Xia Yuwei, Qingqian Zimeng and others. 



 

A few girls quietly took their family members to Germany and bought accounts of other players in 

Germany. 

 

Lu Yang is busy meeting with city leaders and attending various activities every day. The land purchased 

by the war studio before will be bought at a low price. In terms of taxation, the government has given Lu 

Yang a five-year exemption for encouragement. The tax for the next five years is also halved. 

 

Of course, Lu Yang hasn’t made much money. Most of the money he made has been invested in the 

game, and his debts of 30 billion euros have not been paid off. 

 

However, at the current rate of farming, it will take less than two years for the war studio’s income, 

even if the tax to be halved, is an astronomical figure. 

 

Furthermore, in terms of land, the housing prices in the development zone were not expensive before, 

because the global competition will be held continuously, and the city is going to become a game 

capital. Housing prices are getting higher and higher, and the land is becoming more and more 

expensive. This is Luyang. Credit. 

 

The government is very grateful to Lu Yang. For a while, Lu Yang attended various talk shows every day. 

At the same time, Shen Mengyao and Xia Yuwei withdrew from Germany and changed to Tu Feng and 

Qingqian Zimeng to stay in Germany. 

 

With 10 days to go before the grand celebration, on a European night, Tu Feng personally led a team to 

the gathering areas of players from countries such as Britain, France, Germany, and Italy. 

 

The European safety zone in Tianyu God City is very huge, and it can accommodate tens of millions of 

people to rest at the same time, which is divided into eight major zones. 

 

At this time, late at night, European players all quit the game at the booth, with their accounts hanging 

in the game, with automatic acquisition and automatic sales modes. 

 



In the safe zone far away, the players also stood in the safe zone to go offline and rest. After two years, 

there was no sneak attack or other unsafe situation in Tianyu Shencheng. The players have forgotten the 

scars of the year. Habitually threw the account into the safe zone and went offline to sleep. 

 

At this time, the night in Europe is the daytime of China, but Chinese players rarely come to the 

European area, and European players do not welcome players from other countries to come to them. 

 

Tu Feng saw this scene with a smile on his face, and made a gesture to Qingqian Zimeng beside him, and 

Qingqian Zimeng was clear in his chest. 

 

The two were divided into two teams. One team came to the safe area, and the other came to the 

commercial area. Then, both sides summoned the Hellfire with dark explosion. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

Most of the players in the safe zone are players below level 180, and a small number of them are lower 

gods, but even lower gods face this kind of 100 damage every 10 seconds, and they only insist on it 

without the help of treatment. After 20 seconds, he fell to the ground. 

 

In this lifeless area, no one else noticed the situation here. A few minutes later, the death toll in the safe 

area exceeded 10,000, and the number of people on the commercial street also died tens of thousands, 

but there were some on the commercial street. Players, they found the problem here, but they did not 

report it, but followed behind with a smile and grabbed the item. 

 

From 2 in the morning in Europe to 7 in the morning the next morning, when some players woke up and 

went online, they were horrified to find that everything on their account was gone. 

 

“God, what’s going on.” 

 



“Damn thief, who stole my things.” 

 

“Where is my stuff?” 

 

… 

 

Starting from the Russian region, passing through France, Italy, Germany and then to Spain, in eight 

regions, tens of millions of players died at least one third, and all servers were bombed. 

 

Players all over the world are discussing this incident, but no one knows the master behind the scenes. 

The official searched these accounts at the first time, but the related items have already disappeared. 

Many players apply for the items to be retrieved, but the official The reason for this is that the opponent 

has used the official setting together. Although this setting is modified, it will not compensate the player 

for anything. 

 

On the other side, in the early morning in Germany, Qing Qian Zimeng and Tu Feng took the group of 

people on a private plane and began to return home. 

 

When he returned to China, it was late at night in China. Lu Yang personally waited at the door and gave 

Tu Feng and Qing Qian Zimeng a big hug. 

 

“You two have done a great job, and you did a very beautiful job this time.” Lu Yang said excitedly. 

 

“Boss, is there anything particularly good?” Tu Feng was a little surprised, he thought they were all 

ordinary materials. 

 

Lu Yang smiled at the corner of his mouth and said, “It’s not only very good. It has a great effect. With 

this, we will become very active in this battle.” 

 

Among the many items obtained, there is a blueprint called a missile.This is an engineering blueprint 

whose role is to make a missile. 

 



Blueprint: World Missile 

 

Description: The distance is 5 kilometers, it causes 100 points of damage to the target area of 30 meters, 

and the cooling time is 3 seconds! 

 

A total of more than 500 such drawings have been obtained. This is the rarest drawing. If there are 

enough missiles, combined with the six-armed **** warrior, 10,000 **** warriors, it is equivalent to 

60,000 remote players. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This time I have not only gained something like the Ten Thousand World Missile, but 

there are also many other items. Soon you will know one by one. Let’s talk about it, what you want.” 

 

Tu Feng and Qing Qian Zi Meng looked at each other excitedly, and Qing Qian Zi Meng said, “Boss, I 

want a villa.” 

 

Tu Feng said, “Give me one too.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and pointed at the two of them and said, “I know you like this. Pick it yourself. The 

newly built villa is yours.” 

 

“Thank you, boss.” Tu Feng and Qing Qian Zimeng ran out happily. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1929 - The war is coming 

  

Lu Yang looked at the two of them and shook his head with a smile, turned back to the office, put on a 

helmet and entered the game. He took out a red gem from his backpack. This is what he said could 

change the course of war. -Devil’s gems. 

 



With this thing, you can directly purchase the skill book of the lower **** transfer from the Flame Array 

Mage from the Vulcan Quartermaster in the Lava Sea area. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The phone rang, Lu Yang picked it up and saw that Yun Yu was calling, smiled and pressed the call 

button, and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Yun Yu said, “The bombing of the Roland area succeeded again.” 

 

After a week, Yun Yu suddenly attacked the Roland and Mitoemon area again, not only blowing up all 

Roland’s plants, but also taking half of the plants that had been planted to Mitoemon. . 

 

Within the Roland area. 

 

On a land of burned and blackened plants, Roland looked around blankly. This was the third time. He 

couldn’t hold on anymore. He looked at the side of Mimo Eemon who was watching the show on the 

other side, Roland. Toku finally felt the anger in Mitoemon’s heart. He reluctantly opened the special 

space and sent invitations to Chekova, Mitoemon, Steiger and Liu Jie. 

 

A flash of light flickered. 

 

Several people appeared in the special space, and Chekova asked, “What can you do with us?” 

 

Roland said with a stern face: “I can’t hold on anymore, you guys can figure it out. If you experience 

another week of aerial raids, that is, two days before the global tournament meeting, I will be like 

Mitomoemon. Similarly, disband most of the players in your hands and withdraw from this war.” 

 

Chekova, Liu Jie, and Steiger looked at Roland in shock. Chekova said, “Hold on.” 

 

Roland chuckled and said, “You can’t hold on anymore, or you can go back and gather the players now, 

and we will fight with Lu Yang once, otherwise, I will just give in and lose my energy.” 



 

Chekova, Liu Jie, and Steiger looked at each other. They hardly suffered from Lu Yang’s attack. Now the 

air combat career is well developed and there is no problem with self-protection, so they still want to 

continue to develop. Ground occupation. 

 

But if Roland withdraws from the battle, only three of them will be left, plus a crippled Mitoemon. 

Although they are confident that they can win a three-on-one fight, they lack millions of main players 

and will eventually improve their strength. Suitable. 

 

Steiger said: “Fight on the ground. There are not many lower gods on both sides. Lu Yang’s total number 

of lower gods should be inferior to ours. Now there are nearly 5 million lower gods in our five families. 

Lu Yang is afraid. It’s only more than 3 million, and 2 million less lower gods, why should Lu Yang fight 

us?” 

 

Chekova, Liu Jie and others lowered their heads to think. Liu Jie said, “Give us some time to think about 

it. I will give a reply later.” 

 

Roland shrugged his shoulders indifferently, and directly exited the special space. The other people 

looked at each other and all exited. 

 

The other side. 

 

At the bottom of the lava sea, Lu Yang turned into Fish’s appearance, and came to the first metropolis in 

the Vulcan region-Thayn City! 

 

This is a city built near the volcano at the bottom of the lava sea. Unlike other cities on land, the houses 

here are extremely beautiful. You can see that this is a historical relic at a glance. Although all the 

buildings are at the bottom of the lava sea, There is a protective film outside the building complex, and 

none of the lava can fall into the protective film. 

 

At this time, there were countless flame gods living and working in this city. Lu Yang came to the door in 

Fish’s form. The guards who guarded the gate didn’t bother to look at it, because the guards were 

stronger than Fish. powerful. 

 



Lu Yang ignored them, walked straight in, and came to the street. The fire creatures here had all kinds of 

abilities, and they were of all kinds. 

 

Normally, this is the main location for the 190-level mid-level **** players to pick up quests, but Lu Yang 

has obtained the demon **** gem, and can come here several levels earlier. 

 

Lu Yang is now at level 187, and he is only 3 levels away from the middle god. He held the gem and went 

to the Fire God Temple on the north side of the ancient ruins. 

 

The main **** in charge of this side is here, but generally speaking, the main **** of the fire system is 

at the origin of the planet, listening to the god’s insights from the flame **** Ak Thomas. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t worry that Fish’s costume would be discovered. He came to the main entrance of the Fire 

God Temple. This is an extremely majestic and majestic building. There are 199 steps just ascending, and 

every step can only be stepped up. Go up and walk two steps in a row. The player will find that he needs 

to walk 200 steps. If he jumps 3 steps in a row, he needs to walk 202 steps. 

 

At present, in the whole game, he is the only one who came here, and everyone else needs to fight 

when entering here. 

 

Lu Yang stepped up 199 steps, a huge platform appeared in front of him, and in the middle, stood a 

nine-headed flaming demon-Quartermaster Kudosi (the highest **** on the peak). 

 

“Fish?” Kudos’s nine heads looked at Fish at the same time, showing a disdainful expression, and said, 

“What are you doing here?” 

 

Lu Yang walked in front of Cordos, full of humility and respect, and offered the Demon Gem in both 

hands, and said, “Great Lord Cordos, this is something I just got. I came here to offer it to you.” 

 

When Curdos saw the gem, the eyes on the nine heads showed excitement at the same time. They 

looked at Fish together and said: “How come you have such a thing, give it to me.” 

 



Lu Yang took the first two steps, offered things with both hands, and said, “I got it by accidentally killing 

a human outside.” 

 

“Humans?” Kodos showed a satisfied expression. picked up the gems and swallowed them into his 

stomach. The momentary satisfaction made him excited and inexplicable. Looking at Lu Yang, he said, 

“Fish, you got mine. Acknowledge that in the future you can tell others that there is a **** who is 

protecting you, provided that you send me a demon gem every month, can you do it?” 

 

Of course Lu Yang can do it, that is, he will buy it at the same time. He respectfully said: “My lord, don’t 

worry, I will send a demon gem every month.” 

 

Cordos nodded in satisfaction and said: “From today, I will open munitions to you. If you want to buy 

anything, you can buy it from me.” 

 

A purchase box popped up in front of Lu Yang, and the last one in the first row was what he was looking 

for-Master Shenyan. 

 

Shenyan Mage is the follow-up career of Yanzhen Mage. The effect after the transfer is to release a five-

pointed star formation, centered on one Shenyan Mage, and five Shenyan Mage as support, releasing 

one every 3 seconds. A flame bomb, the power is 3 times the damage of the **** flame mage himself, 

the attack range is 50 meters. 

 

Lu Yang took a look at the number. There were 999 in total, each of which required 1 gold coin. He 

bought them all at once. But just after this, Xue Yiming called and said, “Reliable news, the five major 

guilds decided to advance. The war begins, the time is tomorrow.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1930 - Affiliated guilds gathered 

  



There was a sneer on Lu Yang’s face. He had already prepared for the news. As long as the other party 

was not a fool, he would definitely not be able to watch Roland being eaten away by his air force. 

 

In order to be able to launch the war to the maximum and win victory, Chekova and Liu Jie will definitely 

do their best to start the war ahead of time. 

 

Lu Yang knew that now he should carry out the largest pre-war mobilization. Like Chekova and others, 

this mobilization will be an extremely terrifying war mobilization. The total number of players involved 

will exceed There are more than 30 million people, of which the headquarters of the Jagged 

Brotherhood needs to be fully combated. 

 

The battle area runs from the Southernmost Blue River Fortress on the New World Map to the Skysword 

Fortress on the northernmost side. The two sides will conduct a decisive battle in a very large area 

spanning the map for a month. 

 

Tianyu God City, suddenly, above the entire God City, it turned into a huge screen. On this screen, the 

heroic Chekova appeared in the lens and said loudly, “All the players of Tianyu God City, from now on , 

The double-headed eagle empire guild officially declared war on the Iron Brothers. The Blue River 

Fortress to the Black Rose Fortress and all areas within the Iron Brothers belong to the war zone. We 

hope that players and friends will not appear on the battlefield to avoid accidental injury. “ 

 

The screen flashed and there was a shot of Roland, the same pledge of war, and then Sanyou Weimen, 

Steiger and Liu Jie, the six most powerful guilds in the New World, five of them declared war on the 

Jagged Brothers at the same time. 

 

The entire Celestial City and the New World were bombed. Players have been expecting this war for too 

long and too long. Everyone wants to know what the New World will eventually become. Lu Yang wins, 

the New World will accelerate its unification, and Lu Yang loses. After that, the New World will return to 

the scene of the separatist regime. They were so looking forward to it that everyone stopped their work 

and began to discuss this matter. 

 

People such as Zhuo Jiu Qiu, White Lion, Love Half a Life, Zhou Tianming, and Xia Yuwei appeared by Lu 

Yang almost at the same time. Everyone looked at Lu Yang with excitement. 

 

“Boss, they can’t help it anymore,” said bitter love for a long time excitedly. 



 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “You are responsible for summoning all the players to the Huaxia Security 

Zone of the Tianyu God City. This time, we are going to fight a **** battle.” 

 

From the end of the war in June to now in December, the Jagged Brothers has had a bumper harvest for 

six months. Nearly 1,600 fortresses in the territory also collected taxes smoothly. In addition to the 

financial business in the game, Excluding the monthly repayment, Lu Yang still has nearly 30 billion euros 

in income. 

 

Counting the 20 billion euros sent by Miss Song family before, Lu Yang’s total income is 50 billion euros, 

which should be enough to support this battle. 

 

“We’re going to convene people.” Zhuojiu, Zhou Tianming and others immediately began to send 

messages to mobilize people. 

 

Lu Yang opened up the special space, and successively sent invitations to more than a dozen affiliated 

guild leaders including Padu, Darvi, Levin Star, Flame Storm, Sidder, Pons, Navier, Ayala, etc. 

 

There was a flash of white light, and Ayala and the others entered the special space almost at the same 

moment. As soon as they landed, Ayala first smiled and said, “Chairman Lu Yang, I am sending you a 

message, and your invitation is here. .” 

 

Sidder asked: “How many people need to be recruited? The G8 region has stabilized and there is no 

problem in participating in the war.” 

 

“We are fine too.” Li Wenxing, Pado and Flame Storm said one after another. 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a smile and said, “This time I really have to look up to you all to send troops 

to help. I once said that every time you hit a new area, whoever of you hits it will be yours. This time it is 

the same. Let’s say how many people can send troops. We have laid down the other half of the map of 

the New World. As many fortresses you occupy, I will give you as many fortresses. 

 

Today’s affiliated guilds are very different from the previous affiliated guilds. A year ago, these affiliated 

guilds were quite weak, but after having a farm, they were in the safest areas of South Korea, the Nine 



Star Alliance, and India. The area and the Spanish area have become the largest plantations of the 

Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Although they don’t have such high-yielding crops as the Jagged Brothers League, they still need to pay 

taxes on the border guard of Luyang, and the major affiliated guilds are still developing extremely 

strong. 

 

The number of professional players in Ayala’s hands is as high as 2.5 million, Pado has 3 million, Li 

Wenxing has 1.5 million, Pons has 2 million, Firestorm is located in the area of the Nine Star Alliance 

with 1 million, and Shidel has 80. Ten thousand people, the total number of people in all aspects added 

together, 10.8 million people. 

 

This number is already the largest battle of World War II, and the total number of people added by the 

two sides, but unlike World War II, there are no real dead people in the game. Under the premise of 

sufficient logistics support, the number of players participating in the battle will increase. more. 

 

Li Wenxing said first: “Your Excellency President, I will do my best to support this war and ensure that 

the Jagged Brotherhood can unify the entire new continent.” 

 

Padu, Sidder and others looked at each other and all smiled. Padu said: “Your Excellency, for our 

common interests, we will fully support you to unify the new world. It’s time for us all to make money 

together.” 

 

Everyone laughed. In this era, money is not as important as anything else. Anyone who has followed Lu 

Yang’s president has fulfilled all Lu Yang’s promises after so many years, and their lives have been 

turned upside down. No one wants to push the changes to a new one. Therefore, following Lu Yang and 

making Lu Yang the only throne in the New World has become the common goal of everyone. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, and said, “Okay, everybody help me out. Let’s lay down the new world 

together. By then, we will have the final say on how to divide the territory. Then, Li Wenxing, the area of 

Sanyou Eemon. It will be yours if you hit it.” 

 

Li Wenxing’s eyes are bright, ifcan really do this, he will usher in the highlight moment of his life, even 

his lifetime glory, he looked at Lu Yang excitedly, bowed 90° and said: “Boss, I will do my best.” 

 



Lu Yang smiled and said to Pons, “I know the area you have been coveting Chikova, the area north of the 

Rose Fortress, is yours.” 

 

Pons widened his eyes and said, “Thank you, the chairman.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Ayala and said, “Roland’s area is yours.” 

 

“Thank you, boss.” Ayala said excitedly. 

 

… 

 

Before winning the war, Lu Yang promised to go out of the enemy-controlled area. Although it tastes 

like a blank check, for Ayala and others who firmly believe that Lu Yang can unify the new world, it is no 

different. A reassurance pill. 

 

That is, Lu Yang didn’t plan to unload the grievances and kill the donkeys in the future. He would not 

dismiss them or kill their guilds after he had captured all the areas. Instead, he wanted to share the 

fruits of victory with them. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1931 - To protect the beauty 

  

Ayala and the others looked at each other and said to Lu Yang excitedly: “We will organize the 

manpower and let the boss dispatch it.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Go, gather your brothers, tell them why they want to win this battle, and tell 

them that we will all become legends.” 

 



“Yes.” Ayala and the others bowed in greeting, and after an excited glance at Lu Yang, they each 

withdrew from the special space. 

 

In the Tianyu God City, the location of the Huaxia region. 

 

Zhuojiu, White Lion and others have gathered more than 95% of Jagged Brothers players, with a total 

number of over 16 million. 

 

“Boss, the staff is assembled.” Zhuojiu said in a message. 

 

“Let everyone watch the video of the sky, let me tell you a few words.” Lu Yang appeared in the Huaxia 

area square of the Tianyu God City. 

 

He had a speech draft that he had prepared a long time ago. It was written by his subordinates, but 

today, Lu Yang suddenly didn’t want to read it according to this draft. 

 

The light flickered. 

 

Over the entire Huaxia area, advertising and news have been replaced by Lu Yang’s live video. From a 

high-altitude perspective, he overlooks all the players in the Huaxia area. When he sees the stability of 

the Huaxia area and the confident expressions of the players, he A knowing smile appeared on his face. 

 

“All brothers and sisters of the Jagged Brotherhood, finally, we are going to fight together again.” 

 

As soon as one sentence was finished, the entire Huaxia area was exploded, and countless Jagged 

Brothers players, armed with weapons, cheered and shouted at Lu Yang! 

 

Lu Yang looked at them with a smile. He made a downward gesture to signal everyone to be quiet, and 

then said: “It’s been six years, and it has been six years since the founding of the Jagged Brothers. 

 



In the past 6 years, we have fulfilled the promise of the Jagged Brothers. The Huaxia region has never 

been invaded by foreign players since our Jagged Brothers took over. With the efforts of us and all the 

players who supported our guild, 6 Years, China has been safe and sound. “ 

 

The players in the safe zone became crazy again. This is what they are most proud of. It is also that every 

Jagged Brotherhood walks in the Huaxia area, or any game area, even walking on the street in reality, 

with their chests raised up. the reason. 

 

Anyone asked them why they were so dragged, he would tell the other party that he is a player of the 

Jagged Brotherhood, and he has defended the Huaxia area in all previous battles. 

 

Just because the Jagged Brothers has achieved this, many hotels, hotels, attractions and other consumer 

areas in the China area have launched a 20% discount for players of the Jagged Brothers. Girls in the 

university will choose boyfriends. First ask if you have entered the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

In the school, all students who joined the Jagged Brothers League, even if they were a cowardly 

deceived, will be regarded as guests by the whole school. No one dares to bully them anymore, they will 

be proud of them, even many schools All of the students are comparing, how many masters of the 

Jagged Brotherhood in this school. 

 

The Jagged Brotherhood is more than just a guild, but a synonym for spirit. It represents all the virtues of 

loyalty, integrity, honor, strength, and humility. 

 

Lu Yang’s order back then was not to **** people’s equipment, it is better to kill people for no reason, 

and not to bully people. These rules seem to restrict the development of a guild, but in the long run, 

these have all become the reputation of the Jagged Brothers, and even become the Chinese in the 

world. A business card in front of the people of the world. 

 

Lu Yang is also very proud of this, but he is even more proud of his protection. He smiled and said to all 

the players: “My brothers and sisters, look around you. For six years, in our protection Next, Huaxia 

players can enjoy this game in the game as much as possible, and no foreigner dares to bully them.” 

 

Walking on the street in the Huaxia area of Tianyu God City, you will not see the expression of a sad 

face, you will not see the expression of melancholy and indifferent, you will not see the expression of 



helplessness and fear, all you can see is a smile , It is the mutual care and assistance between players 

and players. 

 

In the case that Lu Yang has laid down such a large area, players in the Huaxia area have never worried 

about the problem of not being able to grab the boss, do not worry about the problem of being attacked 

by foreign players at the door of the instance, do not worry about the problem of someone buying or 

selling. . 

 

The Jagged Brotherhood is like a raging King Kong. It is there to conquer the world outside, and to 

frighten Xiao Xiao inside. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Look at your surroundings. Do you feel that the Huaxia region is particularly beautiful? Do 

you like this sight? If you like it, report to the respective legions. The war has begun, and when our 

Jagged Brotherhood comes forward again It’s time to protect this beautiful home.” 

 

“Roar~!” The players of the Jagged Brotherhood couldn’t wait. A large number of players took out the 

teleportation scrolls in their hands and flew to the fortresses such as Blue River, Black Rose, Sand Sea, 

Sky Screen and Sky Sword. 

 

Over the fortress, Lu Yang’s war speech was also being broadcast. With Lu Yang’s strong and powerful 

voice, players from the Jagged Brotherhood lined up in ten long lines and came to the registration desk 

to register, saying that they could participate in the battle. Time period. 

 

When players here signed up, on the other side, the logistics department led by Tu Feng began to get 

busy, and a large amount of equipment was immediately transported to the Blue River Fortress, Black 

Rose Fortress, Sand Sea Fortress, Sky Screen Fortress and Sky Sword Fortress. 

 

Now that the information is so advanced, there is no way to make a surprise attack. All parties are 

transparent and will know once there is a big move. 

 

Sometimes the world-blocking skills of the Master of Time must first transport the materials. Normally, 

there should be another preparatory fortress in the rear. However, the four fortresses of Blue River, 

Black Rose, Sand Sea and Sky Screen are all located in the middle without high mountains and 

dangerous passes. In the desert, the materials can only be transported to these four fortresses. 

 



From now on, the war on the southern front ofwill center on these four fortresses. If the supplies, 

equipment, materials, gems and other things in the fortress are lost, then this war will also fail. end. 

 

Therefore, from the moment the players enter the fortress and gather, these four fortresses are in 

combat equipment. More than 200,000 players must be stationed in the fortress every day. 

 

After that, every minute and every second, there will be a large number of players settled in these 

fortresses, which involves the issue of player wages. 

 

If 16 million players are paid, Lu Yang’s 50 billion euros will be exhausted in a few days. Therefore, Lu 

Yang has agreed with the players in the Tuntian area before that they will collect taxes when they are 

farming. Few, fighting now, will not provide them with wages. 

 

6 million people are missing, and among the 10 million players, there are more than 6 million online 

during the day and more than 3 million online at night. Players in the game during the daytime are 

playing copies in nearby areas, and they quickly return to the team when there is war. 

 

In fact, there is an open area between Lu Yang and Chekova, Roland and Sanyou Eemon. It takes at least 

4 hours for the hostile guild to gather players and set off. Defensive On one side, enough time. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1932 - War on the South Front 

  

When ordinary players from the Jagged Brotherhood gathered here, on the other side, players from 

affiliated guilds such as Ayala and Padu also gradually moved in. In just three days, the four fortresses on 

the southern front line, each of which has More than five million resident players. 

 

Special legions including earth warriors, lunar wolves, **** warriors, golden devil summoners, dark 

marksmen, **** flame mage and so on have also arrived on the battlefield. 

 



When the Jagged Brotherhood was preparing, on the other side, Chekova and others quickly entered 

the preparation work on the bright side, but neither side was ready. 

 

There is no certainty that whoever starts the war first, so when both parties are desperately gathering 

their players, another contest has begun in the Tianyu God City. 

 

Tianyu God City, inside the Chinese-style Ruyue Tower, the women on the first floor are good at dancing 

with long sleeves, and the businessmen on the second floor are vying for the business share of the 

battle. 

 

In the lobby on the top floor, the senior members of six guilds, including the Jagged Brotherhood and 

the Double-Headed Eagle Empire, were sitting on four tables. 

 

Lu Yang, Chekova, Santoemon, and others sat on the main table at the front, but they were very distinct. 

 

A tall woman in a green silk Hanfu gracefully appeared at the entrance of the hall. The chatting players 

shut up instantly and looked at her. 

 

She is about 1.73 meters tall. She has a perfect figure and looks that she is a mixed race at a glance, but 

her complexion is black. 

 

Sitting at the table behind Lu Yang for half a lifetime, he saw this woman for the first time, and 

whispered to Zhou Tianming next to him, “Who is this woman? I haven’t heard of it before.” 

 

Zhou Tianming replied in a low voice: “Official representative.” 

 

“Oh~!” The bitter love realized it for a while. Seeing that there were less than 8 days left in the sixth 

martial arts competition, there was such a thing, the official wanted to send someone out to persuade 

it. 

 

“But how can she stay neutral?” White Lion asked. 

 



Zhou Tianming said: “Don’t you know? His father is Chinese, his mother is Russian, his grandmother is 

Japanese, his grandfather is American, and his grandmother is German. Now her husband is British and 

his son is French. .” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

Zhou Tianming shrugged and said: “I also feel quite surprised, but she can indeed participate in this 

matter as the most neutral person.” 

 

The woman seemed to have heard Zhou Tianming’s words. She took a charming look at Zhou Tianming. 

She came to the middle of the table where Lu Yang was. She looked at Lu Yang, Chekova and others on 

the left and right and said, “Thanks for your care, It’s an honor to be in the shop.” 

 

Chekova looked at the woman unscrupulously, and said, “Lin Song, we haven’t seen each other for a 

while.” 

 

Lin Songjiao glanced at Chekova angrily, and said, “Today’s business is discussed.” 

 

Chekova smiled triumphantly, spreading her hands and said manly: “Let’s talk, my opinion is that both 

sides should exercise restraint.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Chekova with a smile and said, “If you really want to be restrained, you first withdraw 

the main force sent to Stephen’s area.” 

 

Chekova said: “He provokes me, can’t I fight back?” 

 

Stephen was sitting next to Lu Yang, pointing at Chekova and cursing: “It’s obviously you who took the 

initiative to invade, you bastard.” 

 

“Your whole family are bastards.” Chekova was not polite. 

 



Lu Yang stopped Stephen, Lin Song stopped Chekova, and then the scolding was replaced by Roland and 

Lu Yang, then Sanyou Weimen and Lu Yang, and then Steiger… 

 

Xia Yuwei, Zhuo Jiu and others looked at this scene and shook their heads speechlessly. They had a 

premonition of this before they came. 

 

“To pretend, I’m really tired.” The white lion sighed. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “The negotiator is downstairs, and the upstairs is just talking.” 

 

What is really useful is the businessmen on the second floor. Almost all the big businessmen in God City 

have been invited. The parties are discussing the price of equipment to deal with the possible situations 

of this war. 

 

When discussing here, players from all over the world followed the carnival. Originally, the 6th 

tournament was exciting enough, but the players’ eyes were overwhelmed to catch up with the big 

battle. 

 

The wrangling lasted from noon to night, and neither side came up with a proposal that satisfies both 

sides, but the major media said that both sides had put forward constructive proposals. 

 

late at night. 

 

In the meeting room of the Jagged Brothers League, Lu Yang was staring at the area of Mitoemon on the 

map. In this war, Mitoemon gathered more than 5 million players, but only 1 million of them can be 

called the main force. The lower gods on the left and right, and the remaining 4 million people are 

players below level 180. 

 

Xia Yuwei led the Jagged Brothers League’s main players and affiliated guilds totaling more than 5 

million players. In terms of strength, it was far higher than Sanyou Eemon. This was why Chekova and 

others were not in a hurry to fight. 

 



At present, Santoemon’s subordinates are transporting a large amount of supplies to the Qingyue 

Fortress on the front line. Lu Yang is very eager to kill Santoemon, seizing his fortress reserves, and then 

will fight Chekova and Roland in the south and Shi in the north in World War I. Tiger and Liu Jie 

separated. 

 

But Lu Yang didn’t dare to make this decision easily. He always felt that Sanyouweimen was not a fool. 

Since he knew that he must be the key target of the Jagged Brotherhood, he would definitely not rush to 

send equipment to the front line. 

 

Once he can’t guard Qingyue Fortress, all the materials inside will probably fall into the hands of the 

Jagged Brothers League. That is enough materials for 5 million people to fight for more than 20 days in a 

row, and Sanyou Eemon can gather together. Collect these supplies, if something goes wrong, he will 

really be done. 

 

“Boss, do you suspect this is a trap?” Zhuojiu asked. 

 

Lu Yang pointed to Qingyue Fortress and said, “80% of this place is a trap. There should be nothing in itIt 

looks like batches of storage bags are being delivered, maybe they are all empty bags.” 

 

Everyone looked at the map carefully, and they all felt that what Lu Yang said was reasonable. Originally, 

the first goal of the Jagged Brothers battle was to kill Sanyou Eemon, but if Qingyue Fortress was a trap, 

one would not pay attention to the first war. To be lured by the enemy into the vicinity of Qingyue 

Fortress, suffered a big loss. 

 

“I suggest that we still follow the scheduled plan and fight head-on. First, we will kill Steiger and Liu Jie 

so that they will not have the strength to counterattack. We will think about the battle on the southern 

front.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and said, “This is the only way to do it. Full-scale attack. Don’t besiege one alone. From 

tomorrow on, you three points, take the initiative to attack forward and shake them head-on. I don’t 

believe our brothers. The positive strength of the alliance cannot beat them.” 

 

“Are the three sides fighting together?” Xia Yuwei was a little surprised, and said, “It’s too much 

consumption.” 

 



The three points on the southern line attacked together, and 15 million players participated in the 

battle. After the first battle, the materials consumed were one twentieth of the total storage volume in 

the past five months. 

 

Lu Yang said: “We are big, and the opposite should be the same. Let’s fight with them like this first, and 

then we’ll talk about the results.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1933 - Seven days in a row 

  

Everyone nodded. 

 

At noon the next day, which was late at night in European time, when the two sides were preparing for 

the second wrangling, Lu Yang arrived as scheduled. 

 

At the main table on the third floor, Mitoemon, Chekova and others were watching the approaching 

with a smile. 

 

“Come here.” Lin Song came to Lu Yang and led Lu Yang to the people. Chekova was the first to say: 

“Chairman Lu Yang, we have discussed with you, we can agree to your matter. , But you have to promise 

us…” 

 

Lu Yang saw that Chekova was still talking nonsense, smiled and stretched out her hand to interrupt 

Chekova, saying, “I came here today to officially inform you that the war has begun.” 

 

Everyone looked at Lu Yang in amazement, and no one thought that Lu Yang would start a war like this, 

and Chekova, Sanyou Weimen, Steiger, Roland and Liu Jie stood up at the same time. 

 



Liu Jie stared at Lu Yang and said, “This is a dispute you provoked on your own initiative. You have to 

think about the consequences.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Sooner or later, it’s just a matter of time. Come on and feel the atmosphere 

of the war. I’m ready. It depends on whether you are ready.” 

 

“Chairman Lu Yang.” Lin Song called out quickly. 

 

Lu Yang ignored him, turned and left the restaurant, took out the teleportation scroll and flew to 

Qingyue Fortress. 

 

Xia Yuwei was directing her men to gather, and Lu Yang no longer needed to say anything, just wait for 

the war to begin. 

 

This war can be regarded as the most open and honest war. There are not too many strategies on both 

sides. It is completely head-on-head in strength. Therefore, four hours later, when the Jagged Brothers 

League’s southern line exceeds 20 million players, from Blue River When the four fortresses, Black Rose, 

Shahai, and Tianmu, were advancing toward Chekova, Roland, and Mitoemon at the same time, the two 

sides met in the midline part of the two fortresses, which is one hour away from the fortress! 

 

Without any verbal nonsense, the players on both sides rushed towards each other frantically under the 

orders of their respective commands. 

 

In the gate tower of the Tianmu Fortress, Lu Yang was watching the fighting situation in the four war 

zones through video. There were 20 million people on Lu Yang’s side, and Chekova and others sent more 

than 20 million people. 

 

Not only was there a war here, Xiao Liang also encountered a war there. Fortunately, only Liu Jie 

attacked the fortress. In order to prevent Sanyouemon from being destroyed, Steiger led the player into 

the area of Sanyouemon and fought with Xia Yuwei. 

 

In the video, the total number of players on both sides added together, more than 40 million people, 

which is unimaginable in the entire human history. 

 



Lu Yang was also surprised by the war, but he was not particularly surprised. Once, there were official 

statistics. During World War II, the total number of deaths on both sides was 90 million. 

 

At that time, the total population was much less than it is today. So many people died in World War II. If 

this game is compared to war, then this is an undead World War III. 

 

The reason for this argument is that the total population entering this game has exceeded 8 billion 

people. The war in the game is not dead, and the battle always affects all kinds of players. 

 

In this case, a large number of players gathered together and wanted to participate in the battle. As a 

result, those who wanted to fight went forward and succeeded. The former was turned into full-time 

combatants by the Tuntian Project, and the latter increased in. As a result, the number of people 

fighting in the game is increasing, which has become the situation today. 

 

Another, this is a war to determine the ownership of the New World, and it is also a war involving all 8 

billion players. 

 

If this war, the final winner is the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, the entire New World will be under the 

control of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood. If Lu Yang loses, the entire New World will once again enter the 

age of chaos. 

 

In such a big environment, every player has his own position. Compared with the games of European 

players, Huaxia players are more willing to regard this as a real war, and a war that makes Huaxia players 

stand upright. 

 

Lu Yang had been looking for players who worked hard for China like Yun Yu. He has found these people, 

but now the Jagged Brotherhood is already a behemoth. These people had no reputation before and 

could only start from the grassroots. . 

 

However, these people were mixed into a corps by Lu Yang. Under Xia Yuwei’s command, he knew that 

at critical moments, this large corps would play an unexpected role. More importantly, this group of 

people could It played a very positive role for other players who were not participating in the battle. 

 

Wav Desert. 



 

In this large desert between the Sky Screen Fortress and Qingyue Fortress, 5 million people led by Xia 

Yuwei and 5 million players led by Steiger and Sanyou Weimen are fighting fiercely. 

 

Lu Yang really wanted to participate in the war, but now he is alone in the war, which has no meaning 

anymore. This is a war that requires everyone to participate in the war to determine the outcome. His 

greatest role is to coordinate everything in the rear. So that the players in front can fight happily. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

“Dididi” 

 

“Dididi” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang’s phone call didn’t stop for a moment. From the beginning of the battle to the end of the 

midnight battle, Lu Yang’s phone call finally came to a rest. 

 

But the so-called end is just the end of the daytime battle. After the players at night are online, a new 

round of battle begins. There are more than 13 million players in the night battle of the Jagged Brothers, 

and the number of night players in Chekova is 1,500. Dowan, the two sides collided again. 

 

In the early stage of the battle, neither side can tell the winner, the equipment is not much different, the 

skills are not much, and the level is not much differentIt is on the Great Plains again. This is completely a 

competition for both sides. A more adequate logistic contest is also a contest of the willpower of the 

commanders of both sides. 

 

Fortunately, there are many people who can conduct large-scale battle command in the Jagged 

Brothers. In addition to the first group of vice presidents such as Zhuojiu, there are also the second 

group of vice presidents such as Chen Qiang and Lovely Queen. They take turns directing the battle day 

and night. The combat effectiveness of the army has been maintained quite vigorously. 

 



On the first day, the battle ended and neither side won or lost. 

 

The next day, the battle ended, and the two sides still did not win or lose. 

 

On the third day… 

 

… 

 

This head-to-head battle lasted for 7 days, until the eighth day, when the global competition started. 

 

In order to show respect for the game’s official, Lin Song suddenly came forward and asked the two 

sides to strictly prohibit fighting during the game. 

 

None of Lu Yang, Chekova and others agreed. The end result was that only the first day of the game 

stopped fighting, and the two sides will still fight in the subsequent qualifiers. 

 

Chapter 1934 - 5 big guilds that can\'t hold on 

  

On a hill opposite the game city, a new hotel was opened, and Lu Yang was leading a group of vice-

chairmen, including Zhuoji, Baishi and Xia Yuwei, to soak in the hot springs. 

 

I don’t know if it’s the outstanding people, or Lu Yang’s fate, to develop real estate and dug out a hot 

spring. From then on, the Jagged Brothers League has a dedicated hot spring area. 

 

Because it is close to the beach, this hot spring water rushes out when the tide is high, and it flows like a 

trickle when the tide is low, but no matter what time it is, it has never been cut off, and the water that 

comes out will always be hot water above 65 degrees. 

 

In order to make this hot spring available for normal use, Xia Yuwei’s father built a hot spring hotel here. 

 



Hot spring water flows down from the top of the mountain through a specially constructed channel. At 

the foot of the mountain, there is a huge hot spring recuperation base that can accommodate 

thousands of people. 

 

All players of the Jagged Brotherhood can come here to soak in the hot springs, and the price is very 

cheap. 

 

The location where Lu Yang, Zhuojiu and others are located is the highest point of the hot spring hotel. 

In a single large room, this area is specially used by Lu Yang to reward the dozen or so vice presidents. 

 

“It’s been seven days of fighting, everyone also rested and raised their bodies.” Lu Yang said while lying 

in the pool. 

 

Xia Yuwei in a bathing suit was sitting around Zhuojiu and the White Lion. Qingqing Zimeng and the 

lovely queen were also there. The lovely queen who loves to play is like endless energy, swimming back 

and forth in the pool. 

 

“Exhausted.” Zhou Tianming’s sturdy body has many scars, which are all because of Lu Yang’s injury. 

Although it is ugly to take it out alone, it can be matched with his handsome appearance, without the 

handsome taste of a mature man. 

 

Zhuojiu said, “We are fine, we can take the place of the class. Xiao Liang is a little bit difficult, and he is 

alone.” 

 

Xiao Liang sat next to Lu Yang, his eyes always revealing a resolute look. He looked at everyone and said, 

“I’m okay. I guess Liu Jie and Steiger can’t bear it anymore. The time for the two of them to launch a 

sneak attack was just recently. Up.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The most likely thing is that after half a month, when the global tournament is coming to 

an end, how are your subordinates preparing?” 

 

Xiao Liang said: “The Prismatic Shield Armored Corps has been reorganized. Now they are called the 

Volvara Shield Armored Corps. They are judged solely by their defensive power. Except for someone 



with super-powerful magic wounds like you, the rest will not break them Defend without breaking the 

law.” 

 

“So tough?” asked unbelievingly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Dual resistance is more than 1,000 points, and vitality is more than 5,000 

points. The attack power of this set of equipment is almost 0, but the defense power is strong and 

special. More importantly, they are large enough.” 

 

A Volvara armor insect suit, when worn on the body, is equivalent to a Volvara armor insect, which is 

more than 2 meters high and has a width of nearly 1.5 meters horizontally. 

 

Zhou Tianming asked: “Boss, do you have any special tactics?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s okay to tell you a few here today. I have been training Xiao Liang for a long time. On 

the one hand, I sincerely hope that my brother will be well. On the other hand, I have also thought 

about using Liu Jie and Suan Cao to despise Xiao Liang. The characteristics of the game, looking for 

opportunities to make Xiao Liang deliberately defeated, gave the fortress to Liu Jie and Steiger.” 

 

“What are you?” Xia Yuwei was a little shocked, and said, “Do you want to use the vast breeding area of 

the Red Sun Fortress to lure them into fools?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “The two of them will definitely be fooled. Even if they feel this is a pit, they 

will definitely fight it again. All they want is to die after losing. But this time, I won’t let them be so easy. 

In this battle, I will kill Liu Jie and Steiger completely, so that they will not have the capital to come back 

within a year. In this year, we will strive to control the area occupied by the New World within our own. 

In the hand, then, go find trouble with them.” 

 

Everyone didn’t expect Lu Yang’s ultimate goal to be this. They all showed stunned expressions. Zhou 

Tianming asked, “What do you want to do?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Two things, the first, the heart of death, this thing can release soul dust with 100,000 

souls. Anyone caught in the dust cannot use teleport scrolls and any time-space spells. From now on, in 

your war, you must always find a way to lift the soul dust to the death hearts of these people.” 



 

Zhuojiu said: “This can be done, there is no problem.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “There are still a few things you don’t know. The first thing is that in the Red 

Sun Fortress, Gosite, who has the strength of the peak master god, is guarding, and I still have a peak 

position in my hand. The son of the Dragon God with the strength of God, the more important thing is to 

move the special professions of the mountain warrior and the golden devil.” 

 

The first two are unknown to most people, and the latter, although they participated in the war, none of 

them showed their cards. 

 

Looking at Lu Yang excitedly for half his life, he said: “Boss, you have hidden too deep, and there are 

such good things. In this case, Chiyang Fortress can be captured by Liu Jie and Steiger without being 

destroyed. The main force.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Be sure to create a scam and let them be fooled. Everyone, whether we can agree to this 

battle depends on these two people being fooled.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

After the rest of the day, starting from the second day, the Jagged Brotherhood and the Five Great Guild 

Alliance began another fierce battle. This kind of war is a decisive battle at the level of tens of millions of 

people every day, and the materials consumed are countless. 

 

The Jagged Brothers League was almost empty. Roland, Mitoemon and others were emptied earlierThey 

had to prepare to buy supplies and materials from their own cooperative merchants, but Roland did not 

have it. What came to mind was that the merchant in his area unexpectedly suspended shipments to 

him on the grounds that the supplies were lost. 

 

With just this move, Roland was in an extremely embarrassing situation. What was even more 

embarrassing was Sanyou Weimen. His money was almost gone. Compared to Lu Yang’s casual use of 50 

billion euros, he was in a different position every week. There are three billion euros in the account, and 

the amount of money Santoemon can put out is less than three billion. Two weeks of war, he has 

already fallen into debt. 



 

The reason why the Jagged Brothers has so much income is that the rear is stable. On the other hand, 

although the players in the Tuntian area have participated in the war, their parents and relatives have 

taken over the work in Tuntian. 

 

Every week’s income, a large amount of support has been given to the Jagged Brothers, Yunyu’s air 

combat brigade, who participated in the battle day and night, and protected the Tuntian area without 

any loss. Therefore, Lu Yang’s ability to continue fighting is very strong. 

 

On the other hand, in the areas of Chekova, Roland, Liu Jie, and Steiger, their parents will not help when 

there are no players in the field. The field is basically in a state of desertion. Only at a fixed time, there is 

someone to manage it, but Inefficiency, and another problem that caused them the most headaches, 

the Demon Dragon Brigade led by Zhou Yuntian and Shen Yu were constantly attacking their Tuntian 

area. Within two weeks, three of the five guilds were destroyed. 

 

Chapter 1935 - Doomsday 

  

Inside a special space. 

 

“We can’t fight like this anymore, we absolutely can’t survive the Jagged Brotherhood.” Roland roared. 

 

Liu Jie, Steiger, Sanyouemon, and Chekova all looked at Roland tiredly. After two weeks of fighting, they 

were very tired, but the fighting continued. Not only did the Jagged Brothers show no signs of decline, 

but The more the war became fiercer. 

 

“Don’t worry, let’s study it carefully.” Steiger comforted Roland, frowning and said: “It’s also strange 

that there are so many forces in the Jagged Brotherhood, why is there not a single rebel?” 

 

The Jagged Brothers really occupies one-third of the new continent map in the game, including the 

Orma area, the G8 area, the Tom area, the Claudio area, the South Korea area, the India area, the Nine 

Star Alliance area, the one-step climbing area, and Spain. area. 

 

With so many areas, in the Jagged Brotherhood fight so far, there is no area, a country, or even a guild 

player who wants to rebel, Steiger can’t understand. 



 

Chekova frowned and said, “I can’t understand what kind of magic Lu Yang used. How could it allow 

more than 3 billion people to follow his arrangements and have no objection to him?” 

 

Liu Jie sighed and said: “For any foreigner, we are willing to treat him sincerely. We will help him if we 

are poor, and we will give him what we lack. China’s emphasis is on heart to heart, so , No one will 

oppose his leadership.” 

 

Up to the present position, including Tom and Claudio, none of their old and surviving forces have 

thought of avenging them. It is true that the players under them simply don’t listen to them. Lu Yang’s 

treatment is so generous to Piccolo. When Laudio and Tom were there, they were many times stronger. 

 

Playing games is not a real war. There is no fight for houses and land. It is enough to be able to happily 

hit the equipment in the game, make money, challenge higher-level dungeons, and pursue the girls you 

like. 

 

Why work for the vain dreams of others? 

 

Another, the affiliated guild players who followed Lu Yang this time have a large number of people who 

were enemies of Lu Yang in the past, but they are all beneficiaries of the Tuntian Project, what they lost 

in the past. , Lu Yang repaid them ten times, besides, thinking that this was another organization that 

could not be beaten, why bother to compete with them, just listen to Lu Yang. 

 

Roland snarled: “I can’t be quiet now. Who can tell me what should I do in the future? If I continue to 

fight like this, I can hold on for two weeks at most, after which my guild collapses.” 

 

Liu Jie looked at Roland and said, “Don’t be so excited. I know you can hold on for at least three weeks. I 

also believe that after three weeks, not only you can’t hold on, but neither of us nor the Jagged Brothers 

can hold on. Up.” 

 

If you insist on three weeks, after three weeks, this guild will not belong to Roland, and the bank loan he 

applied for with shares will completely bankrupt him, and all the shares will become bank. 

 



Mitoemon comforted Roland, who was about to be attacked, and said, “We must think of a way to solve 

this problem.” 

 

Liu Jie asked, “Do you have a better way?” 

 

Sanyou Weimen opened the map and pointed to the Heavenly Sword Fortress and said, “This is the way. 

I know that you and Steiger must have plans to open the Heavenly Sword Fortress and destroy Luyang’s 

Tuntian base, thereby breaking the backbone of the Jagged Brothers League. , So that they can’t take 

care of everything.” 

 

Liu Jie and Steiger looked at Mitoemon at the same time, and Liu Jie asked, “How did you guess?” 

 

Santoemon said, “Is this still a guess? Xiao Liang is the only vice president who has not proven himself, 

and the one who is the easiest to defeat, but Lu Yang can give Xiao Liang such an important area of the 

Heavenly Sword Fortress. There must be his reason, you two are careful of fraud.” 

 

Liu Jie and Steiger glanced at their opponents, and both of them smiled triumphantly. Liu Jie said: “Don’t 

worry, there is absolutely no fraud. I have the last trump card in the Jagged Brotherhood, the layout of 

the Heavenly Sword Fortress. It is very clear that I am ready to implement this plan, but I need your 

cooperation.” 

 

“How to cooperate?” Chekova asked. 

 

Liu Jie said: “Chekova will entangle the turbid wine and the attack of the white lion, Roland will entangle 

Zhou Tianming, the team of Sanyouweimen should be organized, you will entangle Xia Yuwei, and The 

four of you must force Lu Yang to send all the support troops to make a big decisive battle. We will 

attack the fortress and break the Heavenly Sword Fortress by force.” 

 

This is the most perfect plan that Liu Jie, Steiger, Suan Cao and others can come up with, because Lu 

Yang now has no weaknesses, such a strong guild has no weaknesses at all. 

 

Everyone was promoted according to their strength. Xiao Liang was able to come up. It must be 

sufficient. Therefore, Liu Jie and Steiger never underestimated Xiao Liang, but they thought they were 

better than Xiao Liang. In other words, there is more experience than Xiao Liang. 



 

Chekova, Roland, and Sanyou Eemon looked at each other, and Chekova said unhappy: “You mean to let 

me be the main force of the two Jagged Brotherhoods alone?” 

 

Liu Jie said, “Now that the time has come, everyone should stop hiding. As much power as possible, we 

will send some people to support Mitoemon. You must also use your full strength so that we can rely on 

it. Only the most elite main force remaining will be able to defeat the Heavenly Sword Fortress, 

otherwise there will be a mistake in one place and Lu Yang will send someone back to help, then we will 

not be able to fight.” 

 

Chekova thought for a while, nodded and said, “That’s a deadly battle? Players who can participate in 

the battle can participate in the battle at any time, regardless of day and night, and fight the strongest 

offensive as possible.” 

 

Liu Jie said, “That’s it. As long as you make Lu Yang unable to return, I have the confidence to break 

through the gate of the Heavenly Sword Fortress within four hours.” 

 

“Okay, then bet with you once, as long as you can do it, then we will really win this round.” Chekova 

said. 

 

“I agree.” 

 

“I agree.” 

 

Roland and Santomo Eemon said separately,has fought to the present level. The two of them are almost 

marginal figures, but there is nothing for them. This is pure strength. Rolling. 

 

At the beginning, Sanyou Eemon did set a trap. The special army in the hands of Steiger, Roland, Liu Jie, 

and Chekova were all near Qingyue Fortress, and Qingyue Fortress itself was an empty fortress. If Lu 

Yang really only attacked Qingyue Fortress, instead of fighting other fortresses, the millions of people in 

Lu Yang would be trapped and killed around Qingyue Fortress, and they would definitely not be able to 

return to the Sky Screen Fortress if they were less than level 5. 

 



It was a pity that Lu Yang was not fooled at all, so he fought them head-on in a dignified manner, forcing 

Steiger to go south to support Sanyou Eemon. 

 

Although this caused Steiger to be very suffocated, the advantage was that they thought they had 

deceived Lu Yang. 

 

The goal of this strategy is to gather all the special legions of their five families and strive to make a raid 

to attack the Heavenly Sword Fortress. 

 

After the decision, starting from the second day, the war between the southern and northern lines 

suddenly became fierce. Fortunately, the spy system of the Iron and Blood Brotherhood was strong 

enough. When the five companies decided to attack continuously without a break in the night shift, Tu 

Feng started from Roland. One of De’s army commanders received news that that night, the night shift 

players of the Jagged Brotherhood did not go offline, and they fought with the five guilds along with the 

day shift players. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1936 - Heavenly Sword Fortress was breached 

  

Lu Yang had already arrived at the front area of the Sky Screen Fortress at this time. He keenly perceives 

that today is most likely the day when the enemy storms the Sky Sword Fortress. Now it depends on 

Xiao Liang’s preparations. 

 

“All the ice mages pulled away from the battle line and quickly flew to the Chiyang Fortress, lying in 

ambush in the mountains surrounding the fortress.” Lu Yang called the lovely queen. 

 

The lovely queen who is fighting on the front line has been waiting for Lu Yang’s order. When the battle 

is like this, he also feels something is wrong in his heart. Now that she heard the order, she immediately 

said, “Yes.” 

 



Lu Yang hung up the phone and stared closely at the mountain pasture behind the Chiyang Fortress. This 

is the largest valley pasture in the Jagged Brothers League. The most valuable animals in the Jagged 

Brothers League are mainly here. 

 

Only this farm and the outside pasture accounted for about 70% of the income of the Jagged Brothers. 

 

If the valley ranch is killed, the Jagged Brothers’ income for a week will basically be over. If the Jagged 

Brothers has no ranch income for three consecutive weeks, the Jagged Brothers will not make ends 

meet. 

 

Behind the valley ranch is Dingzhou City, which is also the famous Dingzhou Fortress. If this fortress is 

breached, the area of the national service of the Jagged Brothers will be occupied. At that time, the 

Jagged Brothers will be divided into two parts, South Korea and the Nine Star Alliance. , India will be cut 

off. 

 

The most important thing is that Liu Jie is a Chinese citizen himself. He uses his position to occupy the 

national service, supplemented by powerful propaganda. The national service may not reject Liu Jie. 

 

This is what Chekova, Mitoemon and others think about, as long as the Heavenly Sword Fortress is 

opened, the foundation of the Jagged Brotherhood will be broken. 

 

Once the foundation is gone, the Jagged Brotherhood, like duckweed, will be rebelled in various regions. 

 

Lu Yang also knew about this problem, so he played a bold thing, which was to bet on the foundation of 

the Jagged Brotherhood. The final bet was that Liu Jie and Sanyou Weimen wouldn’t just get through the 

Heavenly Sword Fortress and then stagnate. Liu Jie’s goal is to kill the valley pastures and the ultimate 

goal is Dingzhou Fortress and Tiger Fortress as my ultimate goal. Then, as long as the Jagged 

Brotherhood is not prepared, it will encounter the most serious blow. 

 

With the current offensive force, Lu Yang is convinced that Xiao Liang’s chances of being broken into the 

Heavenly Sword Fortress are great. Therefore, Lu Yang not only sent back the Mage Corps, but also the 

Volfara Armor Corps, the Mountain Removal Warrior Corps, and the God Warrior Corps. After waiting 

for multiple special legions, they were all called by Lu Yang. 

 



When Lu Yang arranged an ambush here, the war between the Jagged Brothers and Chekova became 

fierce. Chekova, Roland, Steiger, and Sanyou Eemon tried their best to attack on the southern front, and 

Liu Jie tried their best. They attacked the northern line with all their strength, both sides attacked at the 

same time, with no primary or secondary, but Lu Yang knew that the main force and special corps of 

Sanyou Weimen and Chekova must have been here long ago. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to Xiao Liang and said: “You must do your best to resist. If you fail, you are not 

responsible.” 

 

Xiao Liang was already on the verge of collapse at any time. Facing this situation, he struggled and said: 

“Boss rest assured, I will do my best for my honor.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s up to you.” 

 

Fraudulent defeat is no longer a very good way. Whether it is Liu Jie, Shitaige or Steiger, they are all 

smart people. Once they find signs of fraudulent defeat, they will definitely withdraw from the battle 

quickly. The main force comes deep into the enemy’s hinterland. 

 

Lu Yang can only deceive the enemy if he really fails. In fact, it is true. The special legions of the Jagged 

Brotherhood are all transferred to the valley ranch area to ambush. Except for a few special legions, 

they are ordinary players. In comparison, the Jagged Brotherhood does not have an advantage in 

numbers and strength, and failure has become inevitable. 

 

Mitoemon and others also felt the weakness of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood, but they felt that the 

problem was wrong, because, starting with the Volvara Armored Beetle Legion, to the later legions such 

as the Mountain Warrior and the Underworld Archer, they were all affected. Lu Yang hid it strictly, and 

the others didn’t even know that the Jagged Brothers League had such an army. 

 

Everyone thinks that the Jagged Brotherhood is developing the air fighter profession with absolute main 

force, so there will be so many demon dragon professions. 

 

Lu Yang has achieved the ultimate in concealment ability. Now it depends on Liu Jie’s offensive power 

and Xiao Liang’s defensive ability. If Xiao Liang defends, then this opportunity is gone, and Xiao Liang’s 

defense fails and succeeds. 

 



However, Xiao Liang can’t fake it. He needs to use great abilities to defend against the full offensive of 

Yue Taishan, Fortune Dead Grass, and Liu Jie. Therefore, Xiao Liang has already used the player’s 

strength to the mechanism. The strengths and weaknesses are all in the enemy. The people in front of 

him were exposed, just watching how Liu Jie used the special army to fight. 

 

Lu Yang saw that Xiao Liang was in a more and more inferior state. This process was the most 

tormented. At the beginning, the battle on the southern line was able to draw players out, but as the 

battle continued, the battle on the southern line was in full swing. Even if there is a slight mistake, the 

southern route may be in a state of collapse. 

 

Liu Jie, Chekova and others saw that the Jagged Brotherhood had finally reached its limit, and Xiao 

Liang’s position had reached its limit, so they decided to launch the final blow. 

 

The Heavenly Sword Fortress, the tightest defense and the most difficult to conquer in the Jagged 

Brothers League, finally, the special army with absolute superiority, hit the wall. 

 

No matter how Xiao Liang resisted, there was no way to stop the enemy from occupying the Heavenly 

Sword Fortress. No matter how desperate Lu Yang was, he couldn’t deploy any army to support the 

Heavenly Sword Fortress. 

 

At three o’clock in the middle of the night, As the city lord’s mansion of the Sky Sword Fortress was 

breached, it was replaced with Liu Jie’s guild emblem. So far, the Jagged Brothers League has defended 

the Sky Sword Fortress for more than three years. The legion broke through. 

 

Above the city wall, Liu Jie looked at the endless Red Sun Plain with high spirits, and roared excitedly: 

“Target the Red Sun Fortress and the valley ranch, the whole army charges.” 

 

“Kill~!” 

 

More than 10 million players swooped from the Heavenly Sword Fortress into the Crimson Sun Fortress, 

but in the Crimson Sun Fortress, with the pinnacle **** of Gust, he easily defended the fortress. 

 

Faced with this situation, Liu Jie decided not to love the battle anymore, and swarmed into the valley 

pasture, which was only 1,000 meters wide. Within two hours, more than 1,000 players rushed in. 



 

“Brothers kill me, kill all the farmed animals, and destroy the foundation of the Jagged Brotherhood.” Liu 

Jie roared with blood red in excited eyes. 

 

After more than three years, Liu Jie finally broke through the Heavenly Sword Fortress. Counting the 

grudges and grievances he had with Lu Yang before, Liu Jie finally vented all his anger over the past six 

years. Therefore, at this moment, he was already complacent. . 

 

Chapter 1937 

  

From the valley pasture to the northeast, it is Dingzhou Fortress. Liu Jie clearly thought that he swept 

the national service area with people in this way and hit the Dingzhou Fortress, threatening South Korea, 

the Nine Star Alliance and the Indian area. As a result, the players of the three guilds must return to 

help, which will result in a large reduction in the number of players of the Jagged Brothers on the main 

battlefield of the Southern Front, and may even collapse. Ru Shan Yue Tai also knew this clearly, but 

after entering the valley pasture, he watched the hills and peaks tens of meters high around him, making 

his brows frowned. Such as Yue Taishan reported to Liu Jiehui: “Jie Shao, the terrain of the valley ranch 

is too suitable for ambushes, we need to leave here quickly.” At this time, Liu Jie is hunting down players 

from the Jagged Brotherhood, such as Yue Taishan sitting in the army. , Liu Jie was on the front line, 

looking at Xiao Liang and the Jagged Brothers players who were desperately transporting animals to 

escape, Liu Jie had already red eyes. In six years, from the strongest national dress, he was driven all the 

way to Africa by Lu Yang. If he had a family, he couldn’t go back, and he couldn’t talk about suffering. Liu 

Jie was responsible for everything. Who caused this? These things were caused by Lu Yang. They were 

caused by players from the Jagged Brotherhood. Especially the Xiao Liang in front of him was Lu Yang’s 

personal guard, Lu Yang’s most trusted brother. Liu Jie wants to avenge the Jagged Brothers League and 

Lu Yang. Taking advantage of Lu Yang’s inability to return, he wants to kill these players in the Jagged 

Brothers League. “Xiao Liang, don’t run, you have the courage to continue fighting with me, didn’t you 

taunt me before the battle is not as good as Lu Yang? What are you running now, come back and fight 

me?” Liu Jie was crazy. As a dead-end plan, he was not far away from Liu Jie. Seeing Liu Jie’s state, he 

knew that persuasion was useless now, and he could only wait for Liu Jie to feel good enough. As for 

whether the Jagged Brothers has the ability to return aid, he is not worried about this. On the southern 

battlefield, Chekova and others have already taken out the old bottom. All players of the Jagged 

Brothers are under the control of the skill of dividing the world. It is absolutely impossible for someone 

to return for help. Unless he presupposes that ambushing is a dead grass, he doesn’t believe it. Lu Yang 

normally fights a war that has a high probability of winning. In this case, he will take the Chiyang Fortress 

and the entire national service area. Make a bet. “Sao Jie, drove them to the Dingzhou Fortress and 

solved it together. They completely broke the backbone of the Jagged Brotherhood and made Lu Yang 

throw away the entire northeast area.” The dead grass shouted to Liu Jie. Liu Jie was even more excited 

when he heard these words. He threw Ru Yue Taishan’s words behind his head, and his commanding 

men roared: “Continue to be surrounded by two wings, don’t let the Jagged Brothers run away, send 



them to Dingzhou Fortress.” Battlefield It’s already messed up, tens of millions of African players 

crowded among the mountains, most of them lost their formation. Xiao Liang led people to escape while 

arranging the defense of the surrounding players. The situation has been basically clear up to now when 

the war is fought. Liu Jie’s idea is not to seize the Tiger’s mouth fortress, but the ultimate goal as they 

and Lu Yang analyzed before. Dingzhou fortress with basically no defensive ability. That being the case, 

this war is really easy to fight. “Lay on the defense, we must not let Liu Jie’s main force hit Dingzhou City. 

If Dingzhou is lost, the foundation of our guild will be lost.” Xiao Liang quickly issued an order to the 

commander of the main army and informed the urgency of the situation. All players of the Jagged 

Brotherhood. More than 500 main army commanders quickly organized defenses according to Xiao 

Liang’s orders, and the players below also saw Xiao Liang’s words. Among these people, there were also 

spies inside the guild, and they quickly reported the intelligence to the dead grass. Although the dead 

grass indulged Liu Jie to kill randomly, he has been searching for all kinds of information. Even if there is 

any piece of information that is not good for Liu Jie, or there are any uncertain factors in the war here, 

he will immediately stop Liu. Jay’s offense. But judging from the current combat situation, the Iron-

Blood Brotherhood really has no chance. The Heavenly Sword Fortress is equivalent to all the 

fortifications of the Iron-Blood Brotherhood on the northern front. Because of the strong wine, no one 

thinks that the Heavenly Sword Fortress will be broken. . But this time they attacked, even if the stale 

wine defended by themselves, the ending would be the same as Xiao Liang. If the Sword Fortress was 

breached today, dozens of fortresses such as the Chiyang Fortress and Nine Color Fortresses were just as 

undefended and could not be stopped. Their offense. The plan made with Liu Jie and others before the 

dead grass was to attack Dingzhou City all the way, without occupying the fortresses along the way. Now 

Xiao Liang could only defend passively, and the temporary defensive positions formed layer by layer 

were just like the paper, which was constantly pierced by Liu Jie. Seeing the Jagged Brothers players so 

embarrassed, the dead grass also showed an expression of excitement, but he didn’t notice that the 

defensive positions formed by the Jagged Brothers did not increase. The necropolis of Chiyang Fortress. 

The commander of the Great Army, Bai Wu, shouted at Xiao Liang excitedly: “Why don’t you let me take 

the team into the battle?also asked me to gather slowly. The fortresses were all lost and I was so 

anxious to death. Why slow?” Xiao Liang really wanted to tell them that there was a huge ambush in the 

Caderon Mountains in front of Dingzhou City, but he couldn’t say, and roared: “Accept the order and 

don’t tell anyone below, otherwise I will withdraw. If you have taken your job, cancel your team’s 

organization.” “You.” Bai Wu helplessly roared: “Okay, I accept the order.” At the moment, Bai Wu 

began to gather the team slowly, and the chaotic team gradually became calmer. . “Not only this team, 

but all the teams that were defeated along the way are regrouping and regrouping, and they are all near 

the necropolis. This takes time. A small team of tens of thousands of people and a large team of 

hundreds of thousands. From the point of view of the dead grass, Xiao Liang did the right thing. The 

front barely resisted, leaving enough time for the rear to fight the team again. “Now it’s time to see how 

fast your team counterattacks, or we The offense is fast. “The dead grass said with a sneer. From the 

Heavenly Sword Fortress to the Dingzhou Fortress, the space-time wizard released the ability to isolate 

the world in all areas in the middle. No one can teleport and can only run on horseback. Liu Jie led the 

main force to break Xiao Liang 42 all the way. After 10 hours, the line of defense came to the bottom of 

Dingzhou City. Looking at the Dingzhou fortress close at hand, Liu Jie was already excited. “Listen to my 

order, the whole army will attack and lay down the fortress, and the Jagged Brotherhood will be over. 

“Liu Jie’s face flushed and shouted. “Kill!” “Nearly tens of millions of African players were divided into 

ten teams, and the first echelon rushed towards the fortress frantically. But when they came to the 



fortress city, a dragon roar suddenly sounded on the wall where there were originally few defenders. 

“Roar~! “A bone dragon suddenly flew up from the fortress. After reaching the high altitude, it swooped 

and rushed towards Liu Jie’s First Legion, which rushed towards the fortress. 

 

 

Chapter 1938 - Pocket array 

  

With its two wings spread out, there was a huge bone dragon with a width of more than two hundred 

meters, just like the death of the **** of death. The first legion player under Liu Jie, who was 

suppressed by the unmatched dragon power, stopped the charge in shock. 

 

Everyone under the city wall looked up at the bone dragon that made them feel terrified. They couldn’t 

understand how there could be such a huge creature in the game. They didn’t know where this creature 

came out, but they all have it in their hearts. An idea that they absolutely did not want to admit was that 

this dragon was summoned by the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Liu Jie watched the dragon swooping towards them with a shocked expression in his eyes. As the bone 

dragon approached, he had already seen the level of the bone dragon, he was the pinnacle high-ranking 

god, and there was another one behind his name. The brackets, with the words summoning status 

written inside, are enough to prove that this was summoned by the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

“Kill him for me.” Liu Jie cursed angrily. 

 

Thousands of shooters with a range of 200 meters and thousands of shooters ran to the dive position of 

the bone dragon at the same time, raised their weapons and aimed at the bone dragon’s head. At the 

same time, a large number of shield battles ran in front of the shooter and the wizard. , Anti-shield 

blocked them under him, and the treatment then entered the position. 

 

Chen Qiang was personally controlling Garadmund at this time. With Garadmund’s perspective, looking 

at the players below, he showed a contemptuous smile on his face. 

 

“Dark Dragon’s Breath” 

 



At an altitude of 300 meters, Garadmund suddenly opened a huge mouth with a diameter of 50 meters, 

and the jet black dragon’s breath instantly sprayed out, forming a fan-shaped area with a diameter of 90 

meters. Anyone hit by the dark dragon’s breath technique All of Liu Jie’s subordinates, including the 

defense war, died on the ground without exception. 

 

This is no longer an era below level 180. This is the era of mythology. Skills below the **** level have no 

weakening effect on the damage of the **** level. 

 

Inferior Aegis can only rely on defense to block damage, and the treatment of the lower gods has not 

learned to reduce damage skills, even if they know how to do it, how can the lower gods resist the 

attack skills of the upper gods, let alone the peak upper gods . 

 

Chen Qiang took control of Garadmund, spouting the breath of the dragon while diving and flying, and it 

continued to spray out for 200 meters. This time the attack stopped. Looking at the area of Liu Jie from a 

high altitude, it was densely packed with tens of millions of people. Among the team, a blank area 200 

meters long and 90 meters wide was sprayed out. 

 

“Crack” 

 

Chen Qiang took a photo. From his game to the present, this is the pinnacle of his life. If a person can 

produce such an effect, he can go back and blow for a lifetime. This attack has killed at least 20,000 

people. 

 

Liu Jie looked at the bone dragon in the sky, with uncontrollable hatred in his eyes, and roared: 

“Resurrect the dead players and disperse the formation. Don’t be afraid of everyone. As long as we win 

the fortress, we will win. Give me a charge. .” 

 

Without the bone dragon circling back, Liu Jie’s players began to rush towards the fortress desperately, 

just as they entered the 500-meter range of the city wall. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 



“Boom” 

 

… 

 

Countless sniper rifles sounded. Starting from the 500-meter range, all players who entered this area 

were killed by the sniper archer. There were 10,000 sniper archers. Every bow and arrow shot was a 

weakness attack. Liu Jie’s men were indiscriminately. The charge can’t get close to the fortress. 

 

Ru Yue Taishan rushed to the front and looked at the players who were charging to death. He keenly felt 

something was wrong. He looked at Liu Jie next to him and said, “Jie Shao, you can’t attack like this. It 

seems that Dingzhou City is the Jagged Brothers League. A very important defense point. There are 

many special god-level occupations here, and we need to deal with it seriously.” 

 

“How to fight, there is that strange dragon in the sky, and so many weird skills on the ground.” Liu Jie 

stared at the fortress with a ferocious expression. 

 

Ru Yue Taishan sneered and said: “Simple, the attack range of the Dragon Breath Technique is only 90 

meters, but the width of the fortress is more than 2,000 meters, and the dragon’s breath breath cannot 

easily change its direction when it dives. We can arrange for a shield battle. The special shooter who 

resisted them in the front, other professions hid behind, watching the dragon spray side, hid behind the 

shield war over there.” 

 

Liu Jie nodded and said, “Very well, just fight like this, you go to command.” 

 

“Yes.” Ruyue Taishan came to the front. What he liked most was this kind of war, which allowed him to 

fight in person. 

 

Although he was also very anxious to take down the Dingzhou Fortress, because the four guilds on the 

southern line were attacking with all their strength and were waiting for a victory from him, but as Yue 

Taishan knew, the more at this time, the less anxious. 

 

As long as this side is not down, there must always be a strong attack. Otherwise, everything you did 

before will be meaningless. In other words, Chekova, Mitoemon, Steiger, and Roland have been tied up. 



On Liu Jie’s chariot, Liu Jie died and they died, and Liu Jie was alive, so they could live. Therefore, he 

commanded the battle calmly. 

 

Soon, tens of thousands of lower gods opened the turtle shell formation, blocking the bows and arrows 

on the city wall, and a large number of players got into the turtle shell and moved towards the fortress. 

 

When Garademon dived again, Tianshan personally commanded him, 200 meters away, after observing 

the direction of Garademon’s whereabouts with a telescope, he ordered his players to avoid the 90-

meter area. 

 

In addition to killing dozens of defenses, Chen Qiang’s attack did not cause any damage. He could only 

watch the enemy walk towards the fortress step by step. 

 

However, Chen Qiang’s face did not show a disappointed expression, but a smile, because at this 

moment, the city wall suddenly jumped off countless huge golden skeletons of 3 meters high, the 

number is more than 10 Wan, rushed towards the enemy. 

 

The two sides collided together in the area 50 meters below the city wall. Each golden demon with a 

mid-level **** was able to face the lower **** just like cutting melons and vegetables, killing it like Yue 

Taishan. 

 

Such as Yue Taishan can only mobilize archers and wizards to focus on shooting, one by one to the 

second golden devil, but the number of golden devil is endless, no matter how they kill, there will always 

be a large number of golden devil jumping from the wall to rush into their lineup. . 

 

Faced with a large number of players being killed, as if Yue Taishan did not see it, he calmly issued 

orders, batch after batch of special musketeers and mages came to the front and launched the killing of 

the golden devil. The two sides are now in the fortress. The battle fought together 50 meters ahead. 

 

Ru Yue Taishan sneered and said: “I don’t believe that your skeletons are endless. Summoning this level 

of skeletons absolutely requires very special materials. I see when you can summon them.” 

 

The city wall. 

 



Just as Yue Taishan thought, the number of Golden Devil Skeletons under Chen Qiang was less than 1 

million, and he couldn’t sustain the consumption of such a large-scale war. In a blink of an eye, more 

than 10,000 died. At this rate, three were not needed. Within hours, the body of the summoned golden 

devil was consumed. 

 

“Liu Yunpeng, you **** won’t play yet, what are you waiting for?” Chen Qiang’s scolding echoed in the 

fortress. 

 

“Here.” Under the fortress wall, Liu Yunpeng fiercely transformed into a 10-meter-high giant, and then 

used the body expansion potion to instantly transform into a 15-meter-high giant. He looked up at the 

sky and his consciousness was in the bone dragon body. Chen Qiang in the room proudly said: “Isn’t this 

giving you a chance to perform? Tell me the coordinates. We have moved Shanlishi.” 

 

“Roar~!” There were more than 500 people who moved the mountain in a row under the city wall. 

There were originally 10,000 people, but the rest were transporting stones behind. 

 

The so-called giant stones, each with a diameter of more than 30 meters, are already innumerable 

behind Liu Yunpeng, but they are obviously not enough, and more are needed. 

 

“70 meters in front of the fortress, projectile angle 65 degrees, power 80%, throw.” Chen Qiang roared. 

 

“Brothers, throw it.” Liu Yunpeng, who was 15 meters tall, picked up a 30-meter-diameter boulder with 

both hands, looked at the brothers on the left and right and roared,was the first to throw it out. . 

 

“Woo~!” 

 

A dull sound of breaking the wind was like the sound of a giant iron ball being thrown away, but this 

sound was ten times dull and ten times more shocking than that. 

 

Ru Yue Taishan, who was watching the battle between his own players and the Golden Demon, was 

suddenly stunned on the spot, because hundreds of huge stones were suddenly thrown out of the 

fortress. This kind of stone is bigger than that thrown by a catapult. Also scary. 

 



On the battlefield, occupations such as the rear archer and the mage attacking the Golden Devil also saw 

the sudden boulder, and the commanders in front of them roared almost simultaneously. 

 

“Shield and top shield, defense against huge rocks~!” 

 

In the battle of more than 100,000 shields on the field, the shield was raised at the same time. They also 

believed that this was a stone thrown by the catapult, which could be blocked by theory. After all, it was 

a lower god, but when they were thinking like this, the boulder was easy. They smashed them to death 

in pieces. 

 

After 500 boulders fell and shattered, 500 blank areas were formed. There were tens of thousands of 

people under Liu Jie who were killed in a flash. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1939 - Blocked exit 

  

Ruyue Taishan, who was commanding with Liu Jie on the front line, was dumbfounded. Not only him, 

but everyone participating in the battle on the front line was dumbfounded. They didn’t understand 

what was going on. 

 

This is a low-level god-level defense. Although there is no professional defense skills, all equipment is 

used to increase defense. Normally, it is not impossible for a low-level **** of the same level to kill 

them, but it is extremely laborious. It took seconds for a small hill to fly over. 

 

“Continue to attack and charge me.” 

 

“Kill.” 

 



A group of army commanders under Liu Jie saw that their players were not moving, and they roared out. 

The players on the front line reacted and continued to charge, but within 3 seconds, there was another 

piece of land inside the city wall. The hill flew over, and it seemed that the number was still more than 

500 yuan. 

 

“Woo~!” 

 

The powerful sound of breaking through the air made the players on Liu Jie’s side tremble in their 

hearts, especially those within the attack range. A large number of players wanted to escape, but they 

were surrounded by people and there was no place to escape. Can hide under the defense war, but 

when more than 500 hills landed, tens of thousands of players died. 

 

If Yue Taishan felt something was wrong, if it were a catapult, the interval between two rounds of attack 

should be between 30 seconds and 1 minute. It was only a few seconds, 3 seconds, and he quickly 

continued to observe. 

 

However, the next situation made him show a desperate expression. The hills thrown out of the fortress 

were almost every 3 to 4 seconds. This attack frequency and the monsters like the golden devil in front 

of him couldn’t make it through. . 

 

Seeing that Ruyue Taishan’s offensive was blocked, Liu Jie couldn’t help but ran over and asked, “Why 

didn’t you attack?” 

 

Ru Yue Taishan analyzed and said: “I suspect that it is not a catapult, but a player who throws the 

mountain. Only when the players alternately attack can there be such a high frequency.” 

 

Liu Jie asked, “Is there any solution?” 

 

Ru Yue Taishan thought for a while and said, “There will never be too many such hills. Even if we 

accumulate from the beginning, this thing cannot accumulate too much. We use human heads to pile 

up, and it is estimated that within a day, Run out.” 

 

“One day.” Liu Jie frowned, and he had already spent most of a day fighting from the Heavenly Sword 

Fortress. If it was delayed for another day, Liu Jie was afraid that the southern line would not be able to 



hold it. After all, the southern line was attacked by Chekova. And Mitomoemon and others, the main 

elites are here again. 

 

Ru Yue Taishan continued to command his subordinates to attack, saying: “I tried my best, but the 

enemy occupied the fortress. The situation in Dingzhou City is basically the same as that of the Heavenly 

Sword Fortress. They are all natural dangers and it is not that easy.” 

 

Back then, Dingju Fortress was the most important fortress of the Korean Guild Park In-yi to resist the 

Jagged Brothers’ attack. On both sides of a 2,000-meter-wide city wall, there were cliffs and mountains 

several hundred meters high. 

 

Not only this, but the area extending along both sides of the Dingzhou Fortress to hundreds of 

kilometers away is still steep and high mountains. To pass here, you must open the only channel 

Dingzhou Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang stormed Dingzhou city many times before knocking down the fortress. Later, in order to prevent 

Korean players from rebelling against players from India and the Nine Star Alliance, he used white lions 

to guard the fortress all year round. 

 

Until Lu Yang helped Li Wenxing, Pado and others to take control of their area, and the tiger’s mouth 

had frequent warfare, Lu Yang ordered the white lion to withdraw the main force, but there were still 

people who loved half a lifetime and followed by Liangyun and others. . 

 

Lu Yang only chose to stop here, not only because of the strong defense of Dingzhou Fortress, but also 

because of a more important reason, that is, Gesuwen Fortress. 

 

I think that the first fortress where Park Inyi and Lu Yang fought was King Kong Fortress, followed by 

Gaisuwen Fortress, and Gaisuwen Fortress was also a sky moat. On both sides of this fortress, there 

were cliffs several hundred meters high. . 

 

No one noticed before, but if someone looked at it from high above, they would find that the cliffs on 

both sides of the Gesuwen Fortress were connected to the cliffs on both sides of the Dingzhou Fortress. 

 



In fact, the area from the Gesuwen Fortress to the Dingzhou Fortress is a huge open space like a football 

field. 

 

His distance between north and south is only 20 kilometers, but the distance between east and west is 

60 or 70 kilometers. Therefore, in fact, the Dingzhou fortress is the encircling circle set up by Lu Yang for 

Liu Jie, the block on the north is Dingzhou City, and the block on the south is blocked. The head is 

Gaisuwen City. As long as these two fortresses are blocked, Liu Jie’s more than 10 million players will be 

trapped in this area. 

 

On the top of the gate of the Dingzhou Fortress, Xiao Liang had been staring at the distance and the war 

that was close to the fortress was handed over to Chen Qiang to be responsible, because he knew that 

Chen Qiang and Liu Yunpeng and others could easily stop the enemy. 

 

What he is concerned about is the gathering of players under Liu Jie. More than ten million people came 

here through Gaisuwen City. The order of the team is very chaotic, and the distance between each other 

is also very large. He is waiting, waiting for the enemies. Only when he gathers under the fortress can he 

issue the next order. It just so happens that now the enemies are almost gathered, and the second wave 

of blows can be carried out. 

 

“Yun Yu, it’s time for you to play.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

“Look at me.” Before Liu Jie’s side hadn’t reacted yet, inside the Dingzhou Fortress, suddenly a huge 

number of air combat players flew out, including the Archangel Legion, the Demon Dragon Legion, and 

the Black Iron Warhawk Legion. . 

 

A total of more than 70,000 people quickly launched a formation in the air. At the same time, 

Garadmund who was flying in the sky suddenly disappeared out of thin air, and a large amount of gray 

dust fell on the players on Liu Jie’s side. 

 

System reminder: You are infected with soul dust, you cannot use any teleport skills! 

 

“What!” Liu Jie’s eyes widened fiercely. He looked at the dust floating in the sky in disbelief. The amount 

was more than a hundred times that of Sanyou Eemon’s release. 

 



At this moment, at least two-thirds of Liu Jie’s tens of millions of players were contaminated by soul 

dust, which made Liu Jie’s eyes widened in horror. He felt that he seemed to be doing something wrong. 

 

The same expression of horror was also considered dead grass. He ran to Liu Jie in a panic and said 

excitedly: “Something happened. Lu Yang personally appeared near the Gaisuwen Fortress. Two others 

came with him. Only a very strangely shaped legion.” 

 

Liu Jie frowned and hurriedly accepted the video of the defenders of the Gasuwen Fortress shared by 

the dead grass. After the commander was standing on the southern wall of the Gasuwen Fortress, Lu 

Yang floated 100 meters away from the city wall. In mid-air, and below the city wall, is the Volvara 

Armored Worm Corps that is rapidly forming a team. 

 

Players in armor and insect suits with a height of 3 meters and a width of 2 meters are neatly lined up in 

a three-row formation, forming a half circle around the southern wall of the Gesuwen Fortress, 

completely blocking the fortress’s southward exit. . 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1940 - Annihilation begins 

  

On the wall of the fortress, looking at the already formed encirclement, he said to Liu Jie: “Jie Shao, I 

don’t understand what they mean. Do you want to trap us in Gaisuwen city? With only such a few 

people, my wave of offense defeated them.” 

 

Except for the Jagged Brothers, no other guild has special defensive equipment such as Volvara armor. 

Therefore, Luopa Sansheng thinks that he can easily penetrate the defensive positions of the Jagged 

Brothers in a battle. 

 

Both Liu Jie and Suan Si Cao felt that something was wrong. At this time, the battle in the sky continued. 

The Jagged Brotherhood sent countless air combat regiments. Liu Jie also had more than 40,000 air 

combat players. 

 



In this battle, the air combat players on both sides are very nervous, and the more nervous is the scroll, 

because most of the monsters that produce the materials required for the scroll are wild monsters, and 

the Jagged Brotherhood occupies the largest area. The number of their scrolls together is not much 

different from the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Although the scrolls cannot cause damage to players above the lower gods, the main force of the two 

sides in this battle is still ordinary players below level 180. 

 

The scrolls are extremely lethal to them, so both sides put a large number of scrolls into the battlefield. 

However, the Heavenly Sword Fortress on the northern front, the player in charge of defense, is mainly 

the lower god, and there is also the dragon army army. 

 

When the two sides lost the scrolls in the Heavenly Sword Fortress, it was mainly the Jagged Brothers 

who lost the scrolls. As for the Southern Front, both sides were desperately losing the scrolls. 

 

In the vast desert in the middle of the New World, from the southernmost Blue River Fortress to the Sky 

Screen Fortress after 7 days on horseback, the lineups of players on both sides are extremely loose. 

 

The scrolls are like no money. Hundreds of thousands of scrolls were thrown out in a battle. The war 

lasted for nearly two weeks, which consumed all the scrolls of Liu Jie’s side. Under this situation, Liu Jie 

and others were tentative. After the attack, it was discovered that the Jagged Brotherhood had no 

scrolls, and the two sides returned to the most primitive player-to-hand combat state. 

 

Because of this, talents such as Liu Jie and Sanyou Weimen will gather all the lower gods and special 

occupations to launch a storming attack on the Heavenly Sword Fortress. This is also after the fortress is 

defeated. Come down, and there is no reason for doubt. 

 

From the Heavenly Sword Fortress to the Gesuwen Fortress, the Iron-Blood Brotherhood did not 

organize a decent resistance. Although Xiao Liang deployed layers of defenses, it still didn’t make much 

sense. On the contrary, it was really just as Xiao Liang guessed. Both Dead Grass and Liu Jie were 

deceived by Xiao Liang’s showing of weakness. Coupled with the inherent impression, Liu Jie led the 

team to the city of Dingzhou. 

 

Faced with the massive gathering of players, Liu Jie didn’t care too much, but now Liu Jie and Shixiecao 

saw that Lu Yang brought more than 10,000 players with weird equipment to seal the exit of the 



Gesuwen Fortress, Dingzhou Fortress. Xiao Liang stood guard again, both sides were blocked, and the 

enemy’s air combat brigade took off again, and a thought that made them extremely frightened rose 

from their hearts. 

 

The two looked at each other and said at the same time, “Not good.” 

 

The dead grass said excitedly: “Quickly let people spread out, can’t gather together, Lu Yang must have 

hidden a lot of scrolls, our players have gathered too many together.” 

 

Liu Jie then reacted, but he didn’t wait for him to roar. In the air battle, the Demon Dragon Legion and 

the Archangel Legion on the side of the Jagged Brothers League eliminated the air combat brigade on Liu 

Jie’s side with absolute advantage with the golden dragon crossbow. 

 

The Jagged Brothers, who almost had a golden dragon crossbow with their hands, almost converged 

into a river in the air, and the players under Liu Jie couldn’t resist it. 

 

Zhou Yuntian roared excitedly: “Brothers, tear the scroll and kill them.” 

 

The 70,000 players all took out the scrolls from their backpacks. At that moment, the range was the 

largest, reaching the 2 kilometers diameter magic flame burnout skill, turning the thousands of square 

kilometers around the city of Dingzhou into a sea of fire. 

 

Tens of millions of players under Liu Jie changed from the offensive side to the slaughtered side in a 

blink of an eye. The deaths of hundreds of thousands or hundreds of thousands of players, no matter 

how they increased their blood, couldn’t match the speed of blood loss. 

 

“Hurry up and let them run to the two sides, spread out, and quickly retreat.” Gu Shicao shouted. 

 

Liu Jie issued an order, and his players immediately ran to both sides in units of legions. If the players on 

Liu Jie’s side were in a neat formation at the beginning, Zhou Yuntian’s wave of scroll rain was 

meaningless, but Liu Jie was careless and was attacking. The lineup was messed up a long time ago. 

When the scrolls came down, the shield battle and the players he was supposed to protect were more 

than tens of thousands of miles away. No one could find each other. Therefore, in less than 10 minutes, 



tens of millions More than 6 million people died. Among the remaining 4 million, most of them were 

lower gods, a small number were protected by lower gods without death, and the rest were dead. 

 

Liu Jie, Suan Si Cao, and Ruyue Taishan stood together. The three of them were all dumbfounded. Faced 

with this level of attack, they were all frightened. 

 

Liu Jie was the first to react, turning on the phone and shouting: “Everyone gathered in the surrounding 

necropolis, reorganized the team, protected by shield war, and moved closer to Dingzhou City in the 

form of a legion.” 

 

Liu Jie didn’t believe how many scrolls Lu Yang had in his hand. He said that he could launch several 

offensives. At most, these lower **** players would die more than a dozen times, but this is not 

important. His players are mainly the attack of the lower gods. , Ordinary players are only used to fight 

against ordinary players, and have little effect when attacking fortresses. 

 

The dead grass thought so too, so these people were handed over to the people below to manage, but 

what Liu Jie couldn’t think of was that the number of scrolls that Lu Yang had accumulated far exceeded 

his imagination. 

 

More than six million people were resurrected in the necropolis nearby.did not wait for the resurrection 

time to pass, before they found their respective teams, the archangels and the dragons had already 

come to their heads and started the first Two rounds of bombing. 

 

From Gesuwen Fortress to Dingzhou Fortress, there are a total of 8 necropolises. Counting two 

fortresses, there are 10 resurrection points. What no one knows is that players want to resurrect 

outside these 8 necropolises. You must first be resurrected in the Gesuwen Fortress, or Dingzhou 

Fortress, otherwise, you can only resurrect in the 8 cemeteries between the two fortresses, and you will 

never get out. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the Gaisuwencheng in the distance. He really wanted to attack the fortress and kill 

more than 10 million people under Liu Jie. It would be best to kill them back to level 0, but Lu Yang 

couldn’t do it. , No player can be drawn from the Southern Front War, and there are no more people in 

his hand to attack this fortress. 

 



Even if it can be defeated, it will take a lot of time, and Liu Jie estimates that this problem has already 

been discovered, and the resurrection after death will be reminded. 

 

If Liu Jie flees now, and his people are still gathered under the Gesuwen Fortress, Liu Jie’s main force will 

die out of the Gesuwen Fortress and escape to the vast Red Sun Plain. That would be harmful to the 

Jagged Brotherhood. It’s too big, in order to maximize the elimination of Liu Jie and the main force of 

the dead grass, he can only do this. 

 


